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Style 



Style differentiation on Proace and Proace Verso 

Chrome insert in coloured 
bumper 

Coloured bumper, side protections, door handles 
and rear view mirrors (Look Pack) 

5 
Black Bumper, side protections, door handles 
and rear view mirrors 

Xenon Headlamps + DRL in LED 

Halogen Headlamps + DRL 

Front detail Proace  Front detail Proace Verso 



Style: differentiation on the wheels 

4 wheel cover and rim families: 
 
- Black hub cap on grey steel wheel in 16’’ and 17’’, on Van and Combi grade.  
- Full wheel cover on black steel wheel in 16’’ on shuttles (optional on Van comfort grade).  
- Full wheel cover on black steel wheel in 17’’ on Family Grade (optional on Combi and Shuttle Grade, and Van comfort grade).  
- 17’’ aluminium rim on VIP Grade (optional on Family and Shuttle Grade, and Van comfort grade). 
 

Shuttle Grade Family Grade Family Grade and VIP 
VAN Base & Comfort Grade 

& Combi 

Black hub cap on 
grey steel wheel 

16’’ 

Full wheel cover on 
black steel wheel 

16’’ 

Full wheel cover on 
black steel wheel 

17’’ 

Alloy wheel rim 
 

17’’ 

Black hub cap on 
grey steel wheel 

17’’ 
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Style: interior style 

Differences are more marked between Proace and Proace Verso grades: 

Differentiation between Proace and Proace Verso 

The dashboard on Proace vans and combi has a more 
functional design, with maximum directly accessible 
open storage, whereas the dashboard on Proace Verso 
cultivates a more opulent design, with decorative strips 
and closed storage compartments for hiding the objects 
they contain. This can also be found in the colour of the 
lower part and the door panels: light grey on the former 
and black on the latter (see next page). 
 
In both cases, particular details are included when you 
opt to upscale, depending on the versions and 
equipment present (see 2 pages below) 

Common across all versions  
with detail variants 

Common to Proace 

Common across all versions  
with detail variants 

Proace Verso 

Proace 

Common to Proace Verso  
with detail variants 
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Style: Proace vs. Proace Verso differentiation 

Light grey colour scheme 

Door panel with dark grey 
plastic insert 

Open storage 
compartment 

Open lower 
glove box 

Decorative 
strip 
matching 
the finish 

Closed 
lower glove 
box (open 
on RHD) 

Door panel with decorative 
strip and reference (textile 

or PVC depending on finish) 

Common black upper part 
of dashboard 

Chromium-plated surround 
on side vents 

Proace Verso 

Proace 

Mistral black colour 
scheme 

Common black upper part 
of dashboard 

Black plastic surround on 
side vents 
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Style: upscaled dashboards on Combi vans and PCs 

Urethane steering wheel with 
or without infotainment 

controls  

Short elephant foot on A/T 
and MMT version, while long 

on 5M/T and 6M/T. 
Knob depending on 

powertrain 

Instrument panel 
depending on version and 

infotainment options 

Stop/Start 
push-
button 

Proace 

Closed upper 
glovebox 

Toyota Traction Select knob 
or open storage 

compartment 

Depending on heating or air 
conditioning 

Depending on infotainment 
with or without  

chromium-plated surround 

With or  
without 
overhead 
display 

Closed 
storage 
compartme
nt with 
overhead 
display 
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Style: upscaled dashboards on PCs 

Instrument panel  
depending on version  

and infotainment options Open storage 
compartment 
on Business 
shuttle 

Decorative 
strip 
matching  
the version 

Short elephant foot on A/T 
and MMT version, while 
long on 5M/T and 6M/T. 

Knob depending on 
powertrain 

Depending on heating  
or air conditioning 

Proace Verso 

Stop/Start  
push-button 

Depending on infotainment 
with or without chromium-

plated surround 

Urethane steering wheel with 
or without infotainment 
controls, or leather with 

controls  

With or 
without 
Head-up 
display 

Closed upper 
glovebox 

With Toyota Traction Select 
knob and decoration, or 

without 
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Style: PC level differentiation 

The following pages set out the main visual exterior and interior differences (presentation and trims) between the 
PC versions. They do not recap equipment differences, they simply show relatively standard exterior and interior 
configurations. Certain images include optional equipment for the standard configurations across the range. 
 
Different lengths are possible for different grades. 
 
Options shown may vary from Standard equipment for each grade. 
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Style: grade differentiation 
Proace combi  

Black-coloured 
front and rear 
bumpers 

Tinted rear 
windows (image 

non-compliant) 

Black coloureddoor 
handles, mirror shells 

and side strips 

Black hub caps on 16’’ 
(STD) or 17’’ steel wheels 

or 17” full cover (OPT) 

grey isorel  
panels 

visible steel panel 

Rubber floor 

Halogen bulbs 

Long antenna if no radio 

Urethane 
steering 
wheel 

Optional 
swing 
doors 

Seats on fixed anchor points Passenger bench seat option 
PVC trim option 

Van-style dashboard 
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Style: level differentiation 
Proace Verso Shuttle Grade 

Passenger bench seat option PVC trim option 

Textile floor mats  
on Rubber Floor Seats on fixed anchor points 

Optional 
swing 
doors 

Look pack 

Chrome insert in 
coloured bumper 

Short antenna 

Halogen bulbs (STD) 
or Xenon +LED DRL 
(OPT) 

Dark tinted rear 
windows  

Full wheel covers on 16’’ 
(STD) or 17’’ full wheel 

cover or alloy (OPT) 

Aluminium grey decors Dark Grey fabric 

Multi-function 
Urethane 

steering wheel 

Open central storage compartment 

PC-style dashboard 
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Style: level differentiation 
Proace Verso Family Grade 

Individual passenger seat 

Anodised brown garnish 

Airline-
style trays 

Rail-mounted seats 

Brown fabric 

Opening rear 
Window 

Look pack 

Chrome insert in 
coloured 
bumper 

Short antenna 

Halogen bulbs 

Dark tinted rear 
windows  

Full wheel covers on 17’’ 
steel wheels (STD) or 17” 

alloy (OPT) 

Multi-function 
Urethane 

steering wheel 

Closed central storage compartment 

Textile floor mats 
on carpet floor 

PC-style dashboard 
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Sunshade  
curtains 



Style: level differentiation 
Proace Verso VIP Grade 

Individual passenger seat Rail-mounted seats 

Ext. opening 
controls with 

chromium-plated 
strip (Stop/Start) 

Xenon headlamps + 
LED DRL 

Look pack 

Chrome insert in 
coloured 
bumper 

Short antenna 

17’’ alloy wheel rims 

Extra-tinted  
rear windows  

Closed central storage compartment 

Leather turnable 
seats with armrests 
and built-in seatbelt 

Brushed aluminium decors 

Multi-function 
leather 
steering 
wheel 

Sunshade  
curtains 

Sliding Table 

Front mat 
Rear carpeted  

floor & mat 

PC-style dashboard 
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Multi function roof 



Style: level differentiation 

Passenger  
bench standard, 

individual passenger 
seat option 

Optionally:  
Glazed tailgate or 

glazed doors 

Proace VAN base/ Comfort 

Black-coloured 
front and rear 
bumpers 

Black coloured door 
handles, mirror shells 

and side strips 

Black hub caps on 16’’ 
(STD) or 17’’ steel wheels 

(OPT) 
Full cover shown in this 
picture is available only 

on Van comfort grade 

Halogen headlamps 
(STD), Xenon + LED 
DRL (OPT) 

Van-style dashboard 
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Simple Radio STD on 
Comfort grade 

Electrical adjustable + 
heated mirror STD on 

Comfort grade 

Light grey Fabric STD on 
Base grade, Dark grey half 

PVC STD on Comfort 



The optional xenon headlights require the Look pack, but the Look pack option does 
not require the xenon headlights. 
 
The Look pack is not available with Blue Lagoon colour under the standard process, it 
must be the subject of a special colour request 
 
On Long versions, the rear bumper is not painted in the horizontal central part 
between the 2 side crosses. 

Style: Look pack on Proace VAN 

Proace VAN with Look pack have adopted the Proace Verso look, with in particular the same front bumper: 
- Body-coloured bumpers, door handles, mirror shells and side protection strips 
- Chrome insert in coloured front bumper 
- fog headlights 
The Look pack is available on vans and crew cabs (comfort grade only). 
 

 For professionals who want to cultivate a refined corporate image by means of their van, or who simply want to drive a 
smarter looking van. 

 

Painted in Look pack 

Not painted in Look pack 

The Van shown here is with Look pack and 17’’ full cover wheel options 
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Coloured front 
and rear bumpers 

Coloured mirror 
shells 

Coloured side 
protection 

Fog Lamps 

Coloured door 
handles 

Chrome insert in 
front bumper 



Architecture 
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Architecture:  Best in Class in consumption and CO2 emissions 

The combination of the new platform and 1.6 D/2.0 D engines enables Proace/Proace Verso to boast the lowest consumption and CO2 
emissions in the segment. This performance has been made possible thanks, among other things, to a reduced weight, refined 
aerodynamics and SCR technology (Adblue). 
 

CO2 emissions of Proace Euro6 PCs and competitors' ranges 
The graph shows that the mainstream version (for PC in this case), just like the entire range of Proace engines, has lower values than 
its competitors. This is also true for the van versions, where the values are usually similar to those of the PC versions (though not all 
values are known at present for the competitors). 
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Mainstream 

min. 

max. 

Fuel consumption  
Actual diesel consumptions cannot be measured comparably between vehicles, since they are heavily dependent on a host of 
parameters (driver, traffic conditions, weather, etc.), but test drives for Proace and its competitors show that the average consumption is 
approximately 1 litre/100 km less than comparable engines. 

Advantage in terms of TCO (total cost of ownership), a factor to which fleet managers are 
highly sensitive 

Proace 



Architecture: 5 stars in the EuroNCAP test 
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Architecture: 3 body styles 

3 lengths with 2 wheelbases and 2 rear overhangs 

Rear 
overhang 

Wheelbase 

short short 

short long 

long long 

4.6 m 

COMPACT 

4.9 m 

MEDIUM 

5.3 m 

LONG 

2925mm 

3275mm 

3275mm 

+3
5

cm
 

+3
5

cm
 



Architecture: height limited to 1.90 m 

A strong point of Proace: its height is limited to 1.90 m, to enable it to access 
everywhere that most of its competitors in the segment cannot access: 
- underground car parks 
- shopping centre car parks 
- tourist areas... 
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The highest point on Proace is on the rear part of the roof, so the external antenna does not 
cause a hindrance. The rigid base of the antenna is below 1.90m and the flexible strand (short or 
long) can bend to pass under the beam, in either forward or reverse gear. The 1905 mm height of 
the Compact PC puts it within the access limits for car parks. 
 

2 options raise the height to more than 1.90 m (the height would then be approximately 
1.94 m): 
- Increased payload on the van, or increased GVW on the PC 
- The Rough Road pack 

 
 

Compact  

Medium 

Long 

Vans Crew cabs Combis 

Proace Verso Proace 



Architecture: a max. payload of up to 1400 kg / 3.1 t GVW 

The standard for this van segment is currently to offer a payload of up to 1400 kg. This is the maximum payload reached by the 
versions with a GVW (or GVM) of 3.1 t. Not all powertrains can achieve a value of 3.1 t, so the increased payload does not always 
reach 1400 kg: it is between 1200 and 1400 kg, depending on the engine-gearbox assembly. 
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Compact Medium Long 

Standard 
GVW 

Increased  
GVW 

van Crew cab Platform cab 

Medium Long Medium 

Proace 

All the vans are available with the increased payload, as an option (Compact and Medium) or as standard (Long). 

Proace Verso 

An option equivalent to the increased payload on vans is available on PCs: the increased GVW option. This is not justified on a 
Compact version, because of the lower load volume than in the other lengths. This Compact version is nonetheless available for 
destinations which require a reinforced chassis (CRD2), which entails an increased payload. 

 For BtoB customers who frequently drive with 
8 or 9 people on-board with luggage (taxis or 
shuttles), the increased GVW option can be 
used to increase the quantity of luggage that 
can be carried without exceeding the GVW. 

Standard 
GVW 

Increased  
GVW 

Compact Medium Long 



Architecture: van GVWs 

1.6 D 95 5MT / 6MMT S&S 
70 kW 

1.6 D 115 6 MT S&S 
85 kW 

2.0 D 120 6MT w/wo S&S 
90 kW 

2.0 D 150 6MT S&S 
110 kW 

2.0 D 180 6AT S&S 
130 kW 

2.6 t 2.6 t 2.8 t 

2.6 t 2.6 t 

3.1 t 3.1 t 3.1 t 

2.7 t 2.7 t 3.1 t 

2.7 t 2.7 t 3.0 t 

Compact Medium 

2.8 t 2.8 t 

3.1 t 3.1 t 

3.0 t 3.0 t 

X t X t 

standard increased 

GVW 

- - 

- - 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

max. GVW determined by engine 

max. GVW determined by engine 

max. GVW determined by base 

max. GVW determined by gearbox 

max. GVW determined by base 

Long 

          On vans:  
- The Long versions are only available with increased GVW. 
- The 1.6 D 115 engine comes only with standard payload. For this power level, increased 

GVW would require a switch to the 2.0 D 120. 
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1.6 D 95 5MT / 6MMT S&S 
70 kW 

1.6 D 115 6 MT S&S 
85 kW 

2.0 D 120 6MT w/wo S&S 
90 kW 

2.0 D 150 6MT S&S 
110 kW 

2.0 D 180 6AT S&S 
130 kW 

Architecture: van payloads 

1000 1000 1200 

1000 1000 

1400 1400 1400 

1000 1000 1400 

1000 1250 

1200 1200 

1400 1400 

1250 

1XXX 1000 

standard increased 

Payload 
 

Compact Medium 

- - 

- - 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

Long 

          On vans:  
- The Long versions are only available with increased payload. 
- The 1.6 D 115 engine comes only with standard payload. For this power level, increased 

payload would require a switch to the 2.0 D 120. 
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1.6 D 95 5MT / 6MMT S&S 
70 kW 

1.6 D 115 6 MT S&S 
85 kW 

2.0 D 150 6MT S&S 
110 kW 

2.0 D 180 6AT S&S 
130 kW 

Architecture: PC GVWs 

2.6 t 2.6 t 

2.6 t 2.6 t 2.8 t 2.8 t 

2.7 t 2.7 t 3.1 t 

2.7 t 2.7 t 3.0 t 

Compact Medium 

2.8 t 

3.1 t 

3.0 t 

X t X t 

standard increased 

GVW 

max. GVW determined by engine 

max. GVW determined by gearbox 

max. GVW determined by base 

2.6 t 

2.7 t 

2.7 t 

- 

- 

- 

- 

Long 

          On PCs:  
- The Compact versions are only available with standard GVW. 
- Unlike the van range, on 1.6 D 115 PCs increased GVW is available. 

 Increased PC GVW is particularly suitable for 9-seater shuttle versions frequently driven with 9 people on board and 
lots of luggage. This option increases the permissible luggage weight. 
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1.6 D 95 5MT / 6MMT S&S 
70 kW 

1.6 D 115 6 MT S&S 
85 kW 

2.0 D 120 6MT w/wo S&S 
90 kW 

2.0 D 150 6MT S&S 
110 kW 

2.0 D 180 6AT S&S 
130 kW 

Architecture: van towable weights (MTW) 

- 

* With load transfer:  
if the full payload is not used, the max. towable weight can be increased accordingly up to the GTW. 

1.4 t 
1.8 t* 

1.4 t 
2.0 t* 

1.4 t 
1.8 t* 

1.4 t 
2.0 t* 

1.4 t 
2.0 t* 

- 
1.9 t 
2.5 t* 

1.9 t 
2.5 t* 

1.9 t 
2.5 t* 

- 
1.9 t 
2.3 t* 

1.9 t 
2.5 t* 

1.9 t 
2.3 t* 

1.9 t 
2.5 t* 

1.9 t 
2.5 t* 

- 
1.4 t 
1.8 t* 

1.4 t 
1.8 t* 

- - 

- - - 

- 
1.6 t 
2.0 t* 

1.6 t 
2.2 t* 

1.6 t 
2.2 t* 

standard increased standard increased increased Payload  

Compact Medium Long 

Regardless of the car length, the max. towable weight is 2.5 t. It is the GTW (Gross Train Weight), by means of the GVM (=GVW), 
varying with the engine-gearbox assembly, which determines the maximum towable weight.  

- - 
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Architecture: van loading volumes 

m3 Loading 
volume 

with Smart cargo 

Smart Cargo additional loading volume: 
Proace: +0.5 m3 
 

Compact / Medium / Long 

Loading 
volume 

w/o Smart Cargo 

Loading volume m3 without Smart Cargo with Smart Cargo 

Compact 4.6 5.1 

Medium 5.3 5.8 

Long 6.1 6.6 

m3 

Compact / Medium / Long 

Standard 
height 

versions 

5 5 
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NG Proace NG Proace 

CG Proace CG Proace 



Architecture: van external dimensions 

          External overall height: 
Guaranteed access to underground car parks limited to 1.90 m on the standard payload versions. Chassis with the increased payload 
mean that this access cannot be guaranteed; even less so with the rough road pack, due to its 20 mm additional height. 

Updated 01/04/2016 NG   NG CG   NG CG 

Van dimensions Compact   Medium L1   Long L2 
External dimensions               

Overall length (van) 4609   4959 4805   5309 5135 

Overall width (excl. door mirror) 1920   1920 1895   1920 1895 

Width with door mirrors folded in 2010   2010     2010   

Width with door mirrors deployed 2204   2204     2204   

Van overall height with standard payload (kerb height) 1905   1895 1942   1895 (PC only) 1942 

Van overall height with increased payload (kerb height) 1940   1930     1935   

Van overall height with increased payload and additional height (kerb height) 1945   1935     1940   

Wheelbase 2925   3275 3000   3275 3122 

Front overhang 881   881 975   881 975 

Rear overhang 803   803 830   1153 1038 

Ground clearance 150   150     150   

Ground clearance with raised vehicle (rough road pack) 175   175     175   

front track width, wheel centre 1627   1627     1627   

rear track width, wheel centre 1600   1600     1600   

Van approach angle with standard payload 17.1   17.1     Not applicable   

Van approach angle with increased payload 16.7   16.8     16.8   

Van approach angle with increased payload and additional height 18.1   18.1     18.2   

Van departure angle with standard payload 19.9   21.1     Not applicable   

Van departure angle with increased payload 21.4   21.4     15.3   

Van departure angle with increased payload and additional height 21.6   21.4     15.2   
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Architecture: van useful dimensions 

Updated 01/10/2015 NG   NG CG   NG CG 

Van dimensions Compact   Medium L1   Long L2 

Load area dimensions               

Max. floor load length (without modularity) 2162   2512 2254   2862 2584 

Max. floor load length (with modularity) 3324   3674     4026   

Mid-height load length 1835 2185   2535   

Load width between wheel arches 1258   1258 1245   1258 1245 

Max. load width 1628   1628 1600   1628 1600 

Max. load height 1397   1397 1449   1397 1449 

Loading volume               

Commercial volume without Smart Cargo modularity 4.6   5.3 5   6.1 6 

Commercial volume with Smart Cargo modularity 5.1   5.8     6.6   

Number of Euro pallets 2   3     3   

Rear opening dimensions               

Min. threshold height 545   544 562   600 562 

Max. threshold height 626   613 604   633 604 

Max. opening width 1282   1282 1237   1282 1237 

Rear doors opening height 1220   1220 1272   1220 1272 

Sliding side door opening dimensions               

Max. opening width 745   935 924   935 924 

Sliding side door opening height 1238   1241 1293   1241 1293 

Manoeuvrability               

Turning circle between kerbs 11.3   12.4 12.18   12.4 12.59 

Turning circle between walls 11.8   12.9     12.9   

Masses and towing               

Max. payload (van) 1400 kg   1400 kg 1200 kg   1360 kg 1200 kg 

Min. payload (van) 1000 kg   1000 kg 1000 kg   1200 kg 1000 kg 

Min. towing (van) 1800 kg   1800 kg     1800 kg   

Max. towing (van) 2500 kg   2500 kg 2000 kg   2500 kg 2000 kg 
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Architecture: dimensions of people carrier versions 

  NG   NG CG   NG CG 
PC specifics Compact   Medium L1   Long L2 

External dimensions               

Overall length (van) 4606   4956   5306 

Overall width (excl. door mirror) 2925   3275   3275 

Width with door mirrors folded in 878   878   878 

Width with door mirrors deployed 803   803   1153 

PC overall height with standard payload (kerb height) 1905   1890     1890 

PC overall height with increased payload (kerb height) Not applicable   1925     1935   

PC overall height with increased payload and additional height (kerb height) Not applicable   1930     1940   

Load area dimensions               

Max. load length (shelf-folded passenger seatback) 2811   3161     3511   

Max. load length behind row 1 (nominal position) 2063   2413     2763   

Load width between wheel arches 1228   1228     1228   

Max. load width 1618   1618     1618   

Max. load height 1334   1337     1339   

Passenger compartment dimensions               

row 1 elbow width at window base level 1712   1712     1712   

row 1 elbow width (according to standard) 1515   1515     1515   

row 2 elbow width (according to standard) 1586   1586     1586   

row 3 elbow width (according to standard) 1570   1570     1570   

Rear opening dimensions               

Min. threshold height 587   584     584   

Max. threshold height 610   653     664   

Max. opening width 1229   1212     1212   

Rear door opening height 1177   1181     1181   

Sliding side door opening dimensions               

Max. opening width 743   933     933   

Sliding side door opening height 1180   1181     1181   
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Architecture: external dimensions for sticker info 

SEE DIMENSION D L2 

1600 
1050 

1420 

480 340 570 

670 

330 
800 

870 

670 

600 

730 

920 

190 

Unavail. 

Unavail. 

Unavail. 

Unavail. 

Unavail. 

Unavail. 

1090 

1180 

980 1210 

1160 

870 

560 
610 850 

310 

1410 

720 

1470 

1310 

170 

590 
1290 

1090 

1180 190 

1050 

580 

980 1210 

1160 

870 

560 
610 850 

350 

530 

Compact 

Medium 

Long 

Front 

Tailgate 

Doors 

680 

1040 

920 

1010 

840 880 
350 

190 530 

980 870 

560 
610 1160 

Dimensions in mm 
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Architecture: doors and access 

- Vans are equipped as standard with 50/50 panel swing doors, and people carriers with a glazed tailgate screen with heating  
and wiper.  

- On Family grade, the rear screen can open. This makes for easy and optimised trunk loading; or avoids having to open the tailgate 
(which measures more than 1.30 m) if there is little reversing space.  

 
  This opening rear screen, of the same type as on certain estates and leisure activity vehicles, is a strong point of
 Proace in this market segment, since it will only be available on Proace, plus the Mercedes V Class. 

 
- Vans can optionally be equipped with: 

- 50/50 glazed swing doors with heated screens and wipers, 
- 250° hinges instead of the 180° hinges on long versions, so that the doors can be folded back onto the left and right-hand 

flanks. This can be used for bay loading, or to avoid infringing on the roadway or kerb, 
- a glazed tailgate screen with heating and wiper. 

- Optionally, the combi and shuttle can be equipped with 50/50 glazed swing doors with heated screens and wipers, to facilitate 
trunk loading. 

- Optionally, the shuttle can be equipped with the opening rear screen. 

Glazed swing doors 

180° opening on Compact and Medium,  
180° or 235° option on Long 

Tailgate with fixed screen Tailgate with opening screen Panel swing doors 

Rear doors 



Architecture: 250° rear swing doors 

The 250° doors prevent tripping on the pavement or road when parking beside 
a pavement. They also facilitate moving around the vehicle. 

 
Rear doors less of a hindrance when loading and unloading. 

 
 

They are available only on the Long  version. It is the only length which enables 
the sliding doors to be opened without getting stuck in the swing doors when 
they are opened wide. It is also for this reason that their actual opening angle is 
slightly less than 250°, in order to enable the sliding door to finish its opening 
stroke between the end of the swing door and the body. 

 
No risk of the sliding door getting stuck in the swing door 

when opened wide. 
 
 

Standard 180° doors 

250° opening option 
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Architecture: opening rear screen 

The opening rear screen is fitted on Proace Verso Family Grade, in all 3 lengths. 
It is available as an option on the Shuttle versions. 
 

 
 If there is little reversing space behind the car, the trunk is 

still accessible. 
 

 Even parked in an underground car park right under a beam, 
the trunk is still accessible. 
 

No need to move the bulky tailgate. 
 
Once the bulky luggage has been loaded into the trunk, you 

can re-close the tailgate and then finish loading via the rear 
window. 
 

You can easily place a jacket on the luggage shelf. 
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Architecture: doors and access 

Compact 

Medium 

Long 

- All versions, vans and people carriers alike, are equipped as standard with a 
right-hand sliding side door in LHD versions, and with 2 sliding side doors for 
RHD. They are absent only on platform cabs, since their body stops at the B-
pillar. 
 

- 2 sliding side door widths:  
- Compact versions: max. width 745 mm 
- Medium and Long versions: max. width 935 mm 

 
- Vans have a panel sliding side door as standard. On LHDs the side sliding door 

may optionally be glazed, and in this case, the second optional sliding side door 
or fixed panel may be solid steel or glazed.  
 

- Optionally, all LHD people carriers may be equipped with a left-hand sliding 
side door. 

745 

935 

935 

Sliding side doors  
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Architecture: doors and access 

- Available as an option on vans (Comfort Grade), and people carriers (opt on Combi (?), Shuttle 
and Family, standard on VIP grade) 

- Detectors on the front doors, sliding side door(s) and rear doors or tailgate. 
- Independent of the sliding side door motor system: this function is available on vehicles 

equipped with manual or motorised sliding side door(s). 
 
 
 

As with the German competitors VW and Mercedes, the sliding side doors may be motorised. These 
doors can be opened: 

- via the key  
- via the dashboard buttons from the front seats 
- via the buttons on the B-pillars from the row 2 seats 
- via the interior and exterior handles 
- via the Kick-activated side doors opening, if equipped (see below) 

 

 Motorised doors are a plus for shuttle version drivers: they do not need to 
get out to open or close the sliding doors, nor do the rear passengers need to 
operate them. 

 

 

Smart Entry & Start System + Push-button start (Stop/Start) 

Motorised sliding doors  
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Architecture: doors and access 

The principle is the same as on sedans, estates or MPVs equipped with the function on the 
tailgate or trunk, but has been tailored to Proace applications: Proace features motorised 
sliding side doors. 

 

- Opening: you need to have the beeper on you so that it can be detected by the vehicle 
on the side which you are by. When you put your foot under the corner of the rear 
bumper, the vehicle will unlock and the side door which you are by will open 
automatically.  

 
 No need to use the  key or operate the door handles, you can open the door 
with both hands busy. Easy to get a baby seated or load a big box without placing 
it on the ground. 

 

- Closing: you need to have the beeper on you so that it can be detected by the vehicle on 
the side which you are by. When you put your foot under the corner of the rear bumper, 
the side door which you are by will close automatically and the vehicle will lock if you 
move a few metres away. 

1 sliding door 

2 sliding doors 

Busy Arms access is a USP (Unique Selling Proposal) for Proace on this segment: Proace 
is the only vehicle to offer this equipment; the competitors offer only motorised side 
doors. 
 

 The detector is mounted under the rear corner, rather than on the sliding side door, in 
order to remain accessible when the vehicle is parked beside a pavement. 

 No need to use the  key or operate the door handles, you can close the door and lock the vehicle with both hands busy. 
Handy for quickly dropping off a package to a customer, without needing to put it on the ground. 

 

- Available on vans and people carriers 

Hands-free sliding doors (Kick-activated side doors opening) 

Vehicles equipped with 2 motorised sliding side doors automatically come with Stop/Start. 
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Architecture: acoustics of vans and combis 

In yellow: Base and Comfort grade 
soundproofing 

Front floor 
soundproofing 
mat 

Top-end 
soundproofing 

(insulation class + 
absorbent patches) 

Gearbox control 
guard 

R/L wing panel 
Absorbents in 
dashboard 

Differentiation in acoustic treatment between Base and Comfort grade 
Comfort Grade vans are differentiated from Base grade by standard or optional equipment, but also by a more sophisticated 
acoustic treatment, to offer a superior comfort level. 
 

Base Grade Combi PC 
Equipped with better soundproofing than vans, due to Rubber Floor covering and the accompanying insulant layer. 

 

In red: Comfort grade soundproofing 

Roof trim 
foam 

Windscreen: 
Base: 4.46 std 

Comfort: 4.46 acoustic 
Row 1 windows: 
Base: 3.15 
Comfort: 3.85 
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Architecture: acoustics of people carrier versions  

Differentiation in acoustic treatment between grades 
Proace Verso grades are differentiated from entry-level Combis by their 
interior and exterior presentations, but also by a more sophisticated acoustic 
treatment, to offer a superior comfort level: 
- Addition of foam to the body around the passenger compartment and in 

the doors 
- Different glazing thicknesses, and addition of a "sheet" inside the 

windscreen (acoustic PCB) 
- Planned addition of IFF plates In yellow: soundproofing, all types 

In red: add. soundproofing on VIP grade 

In blue: additional soundproofing on 
shuttle and family grades 

Row 1 
windows: 
Shuttle: 3.15 
Family & VIP: 
3.85 

Row 2 
windows: 
Shuttle: 3.15 
Family & VIP: 
3.85 
(tinted 
windows) 

Row 3 
windows: 
Shuttle: 3.15 
Family & VIP: 
3.85 (extra-
tinted 
windows) 

Windscreen: 
Shuttle: 4.46  
std type 
Family & VIP: 
4.46  
Acoustic type 
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Chassis 
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Chassis: suspensions 

 reinforced pseudo-McPherson front axle with anti-roll bar 

 
 oblique wishbone trailing arms rear axle 
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AMVAC: Load adaptive variable damping  

Running gear architecture 

All Proace are equipped with variable stiffness springs, with load adaptive 
variable damping (AMVAC) shock absorbers, a "passive" system which varies 
the damping with the vehicle's ride height.  
 
This system limits any comfort discrepancies that might be encountered in 
different load scenarios: driver only or 9 people on-board, unladen or with a 
1400 kg load, etc. 
 
So Proace enjoys good quality damping under all conditions 

Hard piece

Transition zone

Transition zone

Classic 

functionality of the 

shock absorber 

    AMVAC Functionality

Soft piece

Hard piece



Chassis: suspensions 
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The Compact versions are not available with the increased GVW option for PCs. Nonetheless, there are 2 specific PC scenarios: 
- the rough road pack comes with an LAS4 chassis, though the GVW remains standard. 
- CRD2 driving conditions entail an LAS4 chassis with the increased GVW. 

* CRD2 =  difficult driving conditions classification. This CRD2 chassis is a requirement in certain countries. This also applies to the 
chassis in the van Rough road pack option and in the PC rough road pack, which include an under engine cover plate 20 mm thick, and 
a 20 mm suspension riser. 

Finish Proace Verso   Proace Combi   Proace Van 

driving 
conditions 

standard standard 
CRD2* or 

rough road 
pack   

standard standard 
CRD2* or 

Rough road 
pack   

standard standard standard 
CRD2* or 

Rough road 
pack 

Compact 
standard Unavail. 

standard/ 
increased 
for CRD2   

standard Unavail. 
standard/ 
increased 
for CRD2   

standard Unavail. increased increased 

Medium 
standard increased increased 

  
standard increased increased 

  
standard increased Unavail. increased 

Long 
standard increased increased 

  
standard increased increased 

  
Unavail. increased Unavail. increased 

                          

AMVAC  
rear shock 
absorbers 

yes yes yes 
  

yes yes yes 
  

yes yes yes yes 

Engine 
subframe 

Filtered Filtered 
non-

filtered   
non-

filtered 
non-

filtered 
non-

filtered   
non-

filtered 
non-

filtered 
non-

filtered 
non-

filtered 

Front wishbone 
point E2 shim 

Dry Dry Dry 
  

Dry Dry Dry 
  

Dry Dry Dry Dry 

Rear  
anti-roll bar 

RAD 2 RAD 3 RAD 3 
  

RAD 2 RAD 3 RAD 3 
  

RAD 2 RAD 3 RAD 2 RAD 3 

Chassis type LAS 1   LAS 3  LAS 4    LAS 1.1  LAS 3.1 LAS 4    LAS 1.2 LAS 3.2  LAS 3.2.1 LAS 4.2 

1.90 m height 
restriction 

yes no no 
  

yes no no 
  

yes no no no 



      

  All types except  

van – 95/115hp van – 95/115hp 

PC - 95/115hp 
 

PC - 95/115hp 

Control 

Boost  Size 11'' 

  Isovac jump (bar) 13 bar 

  Assistance ratio 7.5 

  Tank local 

Master cylinder Ø (mm) 25.4 

  Stroke (mm) 44 

Pedal ratio   
LHD 3.45 - variable 

RHD 3.6 - Variable 

          

Front brake 1 
Disc Size DV 304x28 DV 304x28 

Calliper  piston Ø (mm) 66 66 

Rear brake 1 
Disc Size DP 290x12 DV 294x22 

Calliper  piston Ø (mm) 45 45 

Chassis: braking 

 Ventilated front discs on all versions 

 
 Plain rear discs on all versions 
 
 Manual parking brake operated by a conventional lever situated between the 
driver's and passenger's seats. No electric handbrake option. 

Stopping distances 

Specifications 

For power steering, here are the measurements taken following the development of the 130 km/h ABS: 
- Primacy tyre  225/55 R17 = 68 m 
- 16P tyre 215/65 R16C = 74.5 m 
- 17P tyre 215/60 R17C = 72 m 
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Chassis: steering 

Electro-hydraulic power steering 

Mechanism 

Rack ratio (mm/rev.) 45 

Steering wheel-wheels ratio (°/rev.) 20 

Valve law   

Law 102 - L1H1 van and L1 PC 

Law 103 - All versions  

exc. L1H1 van and L1 PC 

Pump unit 

(GEP) 

Type   GEP K0 LP 

Capacity cm³ 1.7cc 

Max. current A 110 

Max. speed (Cmax) rpm  5500 (3.7 Nm) 

Max. flow L/min 7.2 

Max. pressure bar 120 
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Chassis: tyres 

215/65 R16 C 106T: standard tyre 
 

215/60 R17 C 104H Agilis: for traction on rugged terrain and mud.  
 
 This tyre set is particularly suited to “difficult terrain” mode with the Toyota Traction Select option. 

 
 

225/55 R17 XL 101W: comfort styling, specific to people carrier versions with standard payload 

4 types of tyre, in 16’’ and 17’’ 

Spare wheels 

The spare wheel is located in a cage under the rear floor. 
 

On all grades:  
The spare wheel comes as standard. 
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Chassis: tyres 

Combi Shuttle Family VIP 

215/65 R16 C 106T tyre 
Standard, all powertrains 
except on 2.0 D 180 A/T 

- - 

225/55 R17 XL 101W tyre 
Standard 
payload 

With aluminium wheel rims or diam. 
17’’ options 

or on 2.0 D 180 A/T 
Product 

215/60 R17 C 104H Agilis tyre 
High  

payload 

With aluminium wheel rims or diam. 
17’’ options 

or on 2.0 D 180 A/T 
Product 

Base and Comfort grade  van 

215/65 R16 C 106T tyre Product  

215/60 R17 C 104H Agilis tyre 
With Toyota Traction Select, aluminium wheel rims  

or diam.17’’ options  

Uses for vans 

Uses for PCs 
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Chassis: tyre and wheel rim combinations 

This table explains the types of tyre and wheel rim fitted on the vehicle, depending on the powertrain, options, finishes and payloads. 
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standard upgraded standard upgraded upgraded standard upgraded standard upgraded standard upgraded standard upgraded

17" VP

 with hub cap 

(DZHCE)

17" Agilis 

with hub cap 

(DZHCE)

17" VP 

with full cover 

(DZHCJ)

17" Agilis 

with full cover 

(DZHCJ)

X

X

17" VP 

with full cover 

(DZHCJ)

17" Agilis 

with full cover 

(DZHCJ)

17" VP 

with full cover 

(DZHCJ)

17" Agilis 

with full cover 

(DZHCJ)

X

X X

X X

 17" VP with 

full cover 

(DZHCJ)

 17" Agilis with 

full cover 

(DZHCJ)

X

17" VP with 

alloy wheels  

(DZHCT)

17" Agilis with 

alloy wheels

(DZHCT)

17" VP with 

alloy wheels 

(DZHCT)

17" Agilis with 

alloy wheels 

(DZHCT)

17" VP with 

alloy wheels 

(DZHCT)

17" Agilis with 

alloy wheels 

(DZHCT)

X X

The tire is not monitored in "product" Genome but in "technical" system. The tire definition is the combination between DZHxx and the type Van/ Passenger vehIMPORTANT :

17" Agilis with alloy wheels  

(DZHDB)

17" Agilis with alloy wheels  

(DZHDB)

17" Agilis with full cover 

(DZHCM)

17" Agilis with full cover 

(DZHCJ)

17" Agilis with alloy wheels

(DZHCN/CQ/CT)

17" Agilis with alloy wheels

 (DZHCZ/DA/DB)

17" Agilis with alloy wheels  

(DZHDB)
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17" Agilis with hub cap 

(DZHCH)

17" Agilis with hub cap

 (DZHCH)

17" Agilis with full cover 

(DZHCM)

17" Agilis with alloy wheels

 (DZHDB)

17" Agilis with hub cap

 (DZHCE)

16" with full cover 

(DZHCI)

16" with full cover 

(DZHCI)

17" Agilis with full cover 

(DZHCM)

17" VP 

with full cover 

(DZHCJ)

17" Agilis

with full cover 

(DZHCJ)

17" VP 

with alloy 

wheels 

(DZHCT)

17" Agilis with 

alloy wheels 

(DZHCT)
for DW10FC AM6III

16" with hub cap 

(DZHCD)

16" with full cover

(DZHCI)

charge utile

St
an

d
ar

d all engines except 

DW10FC AM6III

16" with hub cap

 (DZHCD)

16" with hub cap 

(DZHCD)

grade 1 grade 2 grade 3

Van Grade1 Van Grade2 Combi Shuttle Family Shuttle VIP

Crew 

cab

TM
E

options grade 1 grade 2

16" (DPLGU) Tire 215/65 R16 C 106T

17" Agilis (DPLJA) Tire 215/60 R17 C 104H Agilis

17" VP (DPLFV) Tire 225/55 R17 XL 101WLe
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n
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Chassis: Toyota Traction Select 

- A specific and patented anti-slip system, providing improved traction in snow, mud and 
sand. This equipment is designed for optimum performance in every situation, 
enabling the vehicle to handle the majority of low-grip conditions. 

- As for the group's other models, Toyota Traction Select on Proace is controlled by a 
dashboard knob. 
 

 
 

 
- 17’’ Agilis tyre, for those who want improved traction on difficult terrain, especially 

pros travelling to worksites.  
 

 The 17’’ Agilis tyre is fitted on Proace van versions with the Toyota Traction 
Select option 

 
 Toyota Traction Select combined with the Rough Road Pack 

constitutes a traction pack for vans which are used on difficult 
terrain, such as worksites, tracks or paths. 

 
The Rough Road pack comprises:  
- Increased payload,  
- Suspension height raised by 20 mm 
- Under engine cover plate 20 mm thick 
It increases the payload on both the PC and van 

 

Differentiated modes for improved traction 

1 tyre type, to boost the Toyota Traction Select action  

Toyota Traction Select + Rough Road Pack= Optimised traction 
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Chassis: the 5 Toyota Traction Select modes  

Standard ESP mode 
This mode is calibrated for a low slip level, based on 
various grip levels usually encountered on the road.  

Snow mode 
This mode adapts the strategy, for each of the front 
wheels, to the grip conditions encountered upon starting. 
(mode active up to 50 km/h) 

All-terrain mode (mud, wet grass, etc.) 
This mode authorises high slip on the wheel with  
the least grip, to help remove mud and regain some grip. 
In parallel, the wheel with the most grip is managed so as 
to transmit as much torque as possible. As the vehicle 
gains speed, the system optimises wheel slip to ensure 
that the driver gets maximum responsiveness.  
(mode active up to 80 km/h) 

Off-road ESP:  
Under exceptional conditions 
(vehicle starting from stuck 
position, immobilised in snow, on 
loose soil, etc.), it may prove useful 
to deactivate the ESP system to spin 
the wheels to help restore their 
grip. 

Sand mode 
This mode authorises slight slip on 
the both drive wheels 
simultaneously to move the vehicle 
forward and limit the risks of 
getting stuck in the sand. (mode 
active up to 120 km/h) 
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On-board comfort 
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+ storage under bench seat on 
Comfort crew cabs  

On-board comfort: storage compartments in row 1 in the van and combi versions 

Closed upper glove box, which can be lit and refrigerated 
using the air conditioning. 

Open storage compartment on 
vans and combis, replaced by a 
decorative strip on shuttle and 

Family 

Large door 
box 

Open storage 
compartments  

(depending on radio) 

A4 format upper storage compartment on vans  
and shuttle, closed on Family and VIP 

LH cup holder RH cup holder 

Open storage 
compartment on vans 

Storage under 2-seater 
passenger bench 

Cubby 

Large door 
box 

Cubby 

1.6 l 

0.8 l 

1.6 l 

8.3 l 

5.4 l 

0.5 l 

8.3 l 8.3 l 

7 l 

Open lower glove box, closed on 
shuttle and Family.  

Contains 1 x 12V socket and a jack 
socket (if radio present) 
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On-board comfort: storage compartments in row 1 in PC version  

Closed upper glove box, which can be lit and refrigerated 
using the air conditioning.  

Large door 
box 

 
Open storage 
compartment 

 

A4 format upper storage compartment on vans and shuttle, 
closed on family and VIP shuttle 

LH cup holder RH cup holder 

Storage under 2-seater 
passenger bench 

Cubby 

Large door 
box 

Cubby 

1.6 l 1.6 l 

+ cubby in sliding side doors  

2x 5.4 l 8.3 l 

5.4 l 

0.5 l 

8.3 l 8.3 l 

7 l 

Open lower glove box, closed on 
shuttle and family.  

Contains 1 x 12V socket and a jack 
socket (if radio present) 
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On-board comfort: sockets 

Jack socket: 
Connected to the audio systems, i.e. only absent on vehicles not 
equipped with a radio. 
  

USB socket: 
Connected to the audio systems, i.e. only absent on vehicles not 
equipped with a radio. 
 

12V sockets: 
Depending on the finish level, there are 1 to 4 x 12V sockets in the 
vehicle. These 12V sockets can be used to power a mobile device via 
a commercial USB adapter. 
 

230V socket: 
On versions equipped with "full" electrical architecture, a 230V 
socket is accessible from row 2 under the row 1 individual passenger 
seat. It is connected to the following equipment:  
- Hifi pack (i.e. with leather seats and heads-up display) 
- sliding side door(s) motor  
NB! It is also available as an option on the shuttle level equipped 
with the A/T gearbox, provided that the individual passenger seat 
(and not the bench seat) is present. 
Standard on Family equipped with the A/T gearbox. 
 

WIFI:  
Connected to the Pro-Touch and Pro-Touch with navigation system. 
For complete description, see the Connectivity chapter. 

HL 
T3C T3C 

12V + jack  
(in lower glovebox) 

12V + USB  
Product 

12V 
 (at bottom of B-pillar) 

12V  
(on 3rd side trim) 

230V 
(for row 2, under row 1 single  

passenger seat) 

12V + jack  
(in lower glovebox) 

12V + USB  
(on dashboard) 

12V  
(bottom of rear pillar) 
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On-board comfort: instrument panels 

Instrument panel with 
white picto LCD 

Instrument panel with 
white text LCD 

Instrument panel with  
3.5’’ colour matrix 

Fuel gauge and water 
temperature on white  

picto screen 

2 additional needle meters: fuel 
gauge and water temperature 

Lit chromium-plated surround for 
the rev-counter and tachometer 

Standard on base grade van and combi  
except with A/T or MMT gearbox, with Toyota Pro-Touch and with F0-based design (text 

LCD instrument panel)  

Standard on Comfort Grade van, shuttle and Family 
except with "Safety" pack and with Toyota Pro-Touch with navigation system 

Colour matrix instrument panel  

Standard on VIP, with Toyota Pro-Touch with navigation system and with F0-
based design  

3 types of instrument panel depending on finish level:  
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On-board comfort: Head-Up display 

A unique offering in the segment 
The entire Proace range can be equipped with the head-up display, with the 
exception of entry-level van and PC.  
 

None of the competition offers this equipment, in van or PC. 
 

 
 
 
The information communicated is: 
- Vehicle speed 
- Cruise control/speed limiter information 
- Vehicle distance information and emergency automatic braking alerts, if the 

vehicle is equipped with the Toyota Safety Sense Pack 2 
- Navigation directions, if the vehicle is equipped with Navigation 
- The speed limit signs detected by the camera, if the vehicle is equipped with 

the Toyota Safety Sense Pack 1 
 

On a pad to the left of the wheel, the panel orientation and brightness can be 
adjusted. 

 

Panel-mounted colour display 

Head-Up Display 

USP 
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On-board comfort: Passenger compartment temperature conditions 

The various front heating / air conditioning units 

Heating/ventilation: 
Entry-level offering 
 

Temperature regulated manual air conditioning: 
The temperature is regulated to the value selected using the rotary button,  
but the ventilation speed and flow orientation should be set manually.  
 

Dual-zone automatic air conditioning (left/right): 
Automatic temperature regulation (independent left / right), speed and flow regulation. 
Temperature set via the toggle switches (piano keys). The heating performance is 
increased by the Webasto heater. This heater is not programmable, so it does not have a 
visible presence on the vehicle controls.  
It is an additional stand-alone system which heats the engine's hot water loop to heat up 
the passenger compartment more rapidly, and improve the defrosting services.  
 

Webasto programmable heater 

 Improves the passenger compartment heating service 
 
 Its activation time is programmable via the vehicle's multimedia interface. 2 start times can be programmed. 

 
It is an additional stand-alone system which heats the engine's hot water loop to heat up the passenger compartment more 
rapidly, and improve the defrosting services. 
It is available in combination with any heating /air conditioning unit. 
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Automatic air conditioning with additional rear unit 

On-board comfort: Passenger compartment temperature conditions 

The additional unit is housed behind the rear right-hand wheel. It supplies the multi-
function roof panel for the occupants of rows 2 and 3. It also distributes warm air at the feet 
of the rear passengers. 

 
 Improves passenger compartment heating and cooling services 

 
 Enables independent setting for the rear passenger space (an enhancement for the 

rear seat occupants) 
 

 Incorporates the multi-function roof panel, with: 
- Setting pad accessible from rows 1 and 2, by the driver and rear passengers 
- Direct diffusion by the 6 multi-function roof panel nozzles 
- Indirect diffusion on the sides along the multi-function roof panel 

 
 

NB: this equipment is not available on the Compact version.  
 
 

Combination with panoramic glazed roof 

The top-end Proace Verso equipped with the glazed roof also feature white LED ambient 
lighting, on each side of the roof panel arch. 

Warm, hot and very cold destinations 

- Warm and hot destination countries: the air conditioning circuit has boosted performance, so as to ensure the cooling expected 
by the customer. 

- Very cold destination countries: the heating performance is increased by the Webasto heater, available as standard. 
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On-board comfort: panoramic glazed roof 

A unique offering in the segment 

None of the competition offers a glazed roof for the rear passengers. 

Compact / XS 

Standard / M 

Long / XL 
 

This is a 2-part glazed roof, which boost the brightness and visibility for  
row 2 and 3 occupants. 
 
Its specific features: 
- Available in all 3 lengths. 
- Its two parts can be separately covered by sliding curtains. 
- Measuring 1 m long by 2x40 cm wide, it has a surface area of nearly 1 m2 

 
 

 
 
On Proace Verso equipped with the rear air conditioning unit, the central 
part houses the nozzles and the gentle diffusion. 
 
The top-end Proace Verso also feature white LED ambient lighting, on each 
side of the roof panel arch. 

White ambient lighting and  
gentle-diffusion air conditioning 

Combination with the multi-function roof panel 
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On-board comfort: glazing 

Front windows and windscreen: just one tinting level 
- tinted to 30% opacity, to comply with the European standard. 

 
Row 2 & row 3 side windows: 3 tinting levels 
- Tinted with 30% opacity, standard on vans and combis: classic transparent windows 
- Dark tinted with 70% opacity, standard on shuttle and family 
- Extra-tinted with 90% opacity, standard on VIP : from the outside, the windows appear 

practically opaque, like those of the Mercedes V Class. 
 

Tailgate screen and swing doors: 2 tinting levels 
- Tinted: 30% opacity, standard on vans and combis. 
- Intermediate between dark tinted and extra-tinted: 75% opacity, so as to match the tinted 

and dark tinted side glazing. The opening rear screen comes in this design only. 
 

Glazing tinting 

Sliding windows 

 
Available on row 2  
Manually controlled only, as with the competition.  
 

Standard on Proace/Proace Verso versions in Compact length, to 

compensate for the lack of an additional rear air con unit on this length (no space to 
house the additional unit behind the trims) 
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On-board comfort: Glazing tinting 

Compact Medium & Long 
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Tinted  (light 
transm. 70%) 

Dark tinted (30%) 
acoustic 

Extra-tinted (10%)  
acoustic 

Dark tinted (25%) 
acoustic 

sliding optional tailgate 
windows or swing 

door windows 
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Compact, Medium & Long 

Thickened glazing  
 improved acoustics 

Dark-tinted sliding 
windows option 

Dark-tinted sliding 
windows option 
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Extra-tinted  
windows option 

Extra-tinted  
windows option 
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Seats and trunk 
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Seats: available info 

The following pages set out the fullest possible description of these seats: 

- General seating philosophy on Proace 
- The seat variants and their descriptions for row 1 (driver and passenger), and rows 2 and 3 

- The available combinations by finish level and bodywork length for PCs and vans 

- The trunk volumes associated with the seat combinations and lengths. 

 

Seat descriptions 

Coding guide  

Because of the substantial number of seat combinations and the constraints imposed by the 
coding systems, a coding guide is appended, in order to aid understanding and entering the 
commands. 
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Seats: general philosophy on Proace 

There are several types of driver's seats, divided into 3 main families: 

- Entry-level seat with length and seat back tilt adjustment.  

- "Ergonomic" seat featuring, in addition to height and lumbar support adjustment, an armrest to 
separate the driver from the passenger's side. It comes in several variants set out in detail below: 
with or without airline-style tray, shelf-folding seat back (emergency exit), with various outlines and 
trims. 

- Seat with electrically adjusted length, height and seat back tilt. It is also heated, massaging and 
trimmed with black leather. 

Driver's seat 

Front passenger seat 

Within the segment, the front 3-seat configuration is a must-have. It represents the van mainstream, 
and provides business people carrier PCs with a 9-seater capacity. Conversely, on top-end PCs and family 
styled versions, the individual passenger seat is very common, for reasons of superior comfort and by 
analogy to the MPV and SUV universe. 
 
So there are 4 main passenger seats: 

- Manually adjusted individual seat. It comes in several variants set out in detail below: with or 
without airline-style tray, shelf-folding seat back, plus various outlines and trims. 

- Individual seat with electrically adjusted length, height and seat back tilt. It is also heated, 
massaging and trimmed with black leather, like the driver's seat. 

- The 2-seater passenger bench, with or without storage compartment, available in several trims 

- The Smart Cargo 2-seater passenger bench, available in a single design with lift-up side seat 
base, storage compartment under the central seat base and writing tray in the central armrest. 
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Seats: general philosophy on Proace 

Row 2 and row 3 rear seats 

On PCs, customer needs and expectations are very different, depending on whether we are talking about standard shuttles,  
Family or VIP. So Proace offers various seats to meet the various specific requirements of these customers.  
They are all easily removable, to provide a flat floor space and maximum volume. 
 

 
 
 

T1 & T2 seats: 
Fixed anchor points 

T1 & T2 fixed seats for the entry-level shuttle and combi versions:  
 

Maximising configurations available, and simplest access to row 3 
 

- fixed locations on the floor 
- available in numerous configurations and trims, so that customers can order a vehicle to match 

their needs. 
- they are simple to manipulate, to access row 3: a single, clearly identified control 
- modularity and trims on request: 2/3 – 1/3 split, shelf or portfolio tilting, fabric or PVC trim, etc. 
 

T3C modular sliding seats for private use Family versions:  
 

 The most advanced modularity in the Proace range. 
 

- systematically rail-mounted, with a 2/3 - 1/3 split, in order to provide complete modularity, with 
2 completely independent parts in terms of adjustment and positioning. The 2 seats backs of 
the 2/3 bench seat are adjustable separately 

- available in fabric or leather trim 
 

VIP leather individual armchairs for the VIP versions: 
 

Reversible thanks to the built-in seat belt 
 

- reversible to face backwards, forming a row 2 + row 3 lounge 
- rail-mounted to enable passenger leg space and trunk volume adjustments 
- equipped with 2 armrests and a tilt-adjustable seat back 

T3C seats: rail-
mounted 
and 2/3 – 1/3 

Rail-mounted VIP 
armchairs with 
built-in seatbelt 
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Seats: configurations on van and combi 

Proace combi 

HL 
T1 T1 

 Front seat configuration 
can vary from 2 single 
seats or single driver seat 
plus bench with under 
seat storage 

 Available in all 3 lengths 

Proace van and platform cab 

HL HL 

 Available in all 3 lengths and 3 finish levels 

 The segment standard:  
3-person cab 

 The alternative for maximum 
passenger comfort 

 Smart Cargomodularity. Not 
available on platform cab 

HL 

Crew cabs seating up to 6 people, with 
van approval 

Proace crew cab van  Available in Medium and Long 

T1 T1 
HL 
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Seats: configurations on PC  

Proace Verso shuttle: fixed seats  

T2 T1 
HL 

T2 T1 
HL 

T2 T1 
HL 

Proace Verso VIP 

 Long-distance comfort for the 
front passenger 

Maximum people carrying 
capacity 

No seat manipulation for access 
to row 3 

 Available in all 3 lengths 

 Available in Standard and Long 

Trunk water volumes Compact Standard  Long 

Up to the roof - 700 l 1300 l 

to seat back top 180 l 550 l 980 l 

floor length 266 mm 608 mm 958 mm 
 Non-sliding fixed seats 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

T3C 
leather 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

 Lounge for work meetings on 
the move 

 Lounge with space for an extra 
person. The table can still be used. 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 
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HL 
T3C T3C 

Seats: emblematic configurations on family PC 

Proace Verso Family grade 

Modular space adjustment between  
8 people and max. trunk volume 

 Available in all 3 lengths/ 5 seater configuration is only 
possible on Compact 

Trunk water volumes Compact Standard  Long 

Up to the roof 1500 l 1950 l 2600 l 

to seat back top 850 l 1100 l 1500 l 

Trunk water volumes Compact Standard  Long 

Up to the roof - 900 l 1500 l 

to seat back top 280 l 640 l 1060 l 

 Rail-mounted sliding seats 
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Seats: examples of seat modularity on Family grade 

Modular space adjustment between  
8 people and max. trunk volume 

HL 
T3C T3C 

HL 

HL 
T3C T3C 

HL 
T3C T3C 

HL 
T3C 

HL 
T3C 

HL 
T3C 

HL 
T3C 

HL 

HL 
T3C T3C 

HL 

8-seater 

7-seater 

6-seater 

5-seater 

4-seater 

HL 
T3C T3C 

HL 

T3C 

T3C 
HL 

T3C T3C 

T3C 

HL 
T3C T3C 

HL 

2-seater 
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Seats: examples of seat modularity on Family grade 

HL 
T3C 

8-seater 

T3C 

Modular space adjustment between  
8 people and max. trunk volume 

HL 
T3C T3C 

HL 
T3C 

HL 
T3C 

HL 

HL 

HL 
T3C T3C 
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Seats: the bare essentials to remember on one page 

Smart Cargo bench seat in vans       Sliding seats in Family 

     Shelf-folding passenger seat back  

4 or 5-seater face-to-face VIP 

     Isofix mountings on all seats 
Simplified manipulation for RHD 

On VIP shuttles, rows 2 
and 3 are equipped 
with individual leather 
armchairs with 
armrests, which can be 
installed facing 
backwards, to form  
a 4-seater VIP  An optional 

sliding folding 
table 

completes the 
configuration 

Leather bench seat 
instead of the 2 row  
3 armchairs, for an 
additional seat 

Sliding seats to vary the 
trunk volume and 
passenger space 

2/3 – 1/3 split for 
independent adjustment 
of the right-hand seat 
base and the left-hand 
double seat base (vs. 
competitors' single-
piece bench seat 
structure) 

Customised seat 
backs, tilt-
adjustable 

Easy to remove 
and refit in the 

car, thanks to 
the Quick Drop 

system 

In PCs, an item up to 3.50 
m long can be loaded, 

with the backs of all the 
right-hand seats folded 

forward, without 
removing any. 

Facilitated access to row 3 
on right-hand drive vehicles, 
thanks to left-hand 2/3 part 
of the bench seat completely 
separated from the right-
hand 1/3 part, and cylinder 
assistance 

ISOFIX mountings for all 
the seat bases 

Electric, 
heated and 
massaging 
front seats 

Flat floor space 
freed up by lifting 
up the right-hand 
seat base against 

the partition 
(unique in the 

segment). 
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Seats: Proace Combi 

Row 1 & rows 
2-3 can be 
combined 

freely 

St
an

d
ar

d
 

o
p

ti
o

n
al

 
o

p
ti

o
n

al
 

H 
T1 

T1 T1 

T2 T1 

T2 

H 

H 

H 

T1 T1 

T2 

T2 

H 

H 

H 

T2 

o
p

ti
o

n
al

 

H 

H 

HL 

HL 

o
p

ti
o

n
al

 
o

p
ti

o
n

al
 

o
p

ti
o

n
al

 
H 

T1 

Rows 2 & 3 Row 1 

3 lengths 

St
an

d
ar

d
 Medium – Long Compact 
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Seats: shuttle seat base configurations 

St
an

d
ar

d
 

o
p

ti
o

n
al

 
o

p
ti

o
n

al
 

HL 
T2 

T2 T1 

HL 
T2 

T2 T2 

HL 

HL 

HL 

HL 

St
an

d
ar

d
 

o
p

ti
o

n
al

 

Rows 2 - 3 Row 1 

Not available 

Row 1 & rows 
2-3 can be 
combined 

freely 

3 lengths Standard – Long Compact 
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Not available 



Seats: Family grade seat base configurations  

St
an

d
ar

d
 

o
p

ti
o

n
al

 

HL 
T3C 

HL 
T3C T3C 

HL 
T3C T3C 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

T3C 
leather 

T3C 
leather 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

T3C 
leather 

T3C 
leather 

o
p

ti
o

n
al

 

Rows 2 - 3 Row 1 

St
an

d
ar

d
 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

HL 

o
p

ti
o

n
al

 
Trim 

fabric 

Leather trim 

3 lengths Standard – Long Compact 
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Not available Not available 

Not available 



Seats: VIP seat base configurations 

St
an

d
ar

d
 

o
p

ti
o

n
al

 
o

p
ti

o
n

al
 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

T3C 
leather 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

Rows 2 - 3 Row 1 

St
an

d
ar

d
 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

Not available 

Not available 

Not available 

The row 2 seats are not mounted on a swivel base, but 
they can be positioned facing forward or backward; you 
need only remove them from the rails and turn them 
round.  

NB:  optional folding table. 
It is compatible with the row 3 bench seat, 

and requires an additional central rail 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

T3C 
leather 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

3 lengths Medium – Long Compact 
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Seats: Base grade van seat base configurations 

St
an

d
ar

d
 

o
p

ti
o

n
al

 
o

p
ti

o
n
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HL 

o
p

ti
o

n
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o
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o
n
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Same options in 
Compact, medium 

and Long 

HL 

HL 
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Seats: Comfort grade van seat base configurations 

St
an

d
ar

d
 

HL 

Fr
ee

 
o

p
ti

o
n

 

HL 
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Same options in 
Compact, medium 

and Long 
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Seats: row 1 driver's seat families 
associated with fixed rear seats 

associated with  
rail-mounted rear seats 

A B C D E F G 

armrest yes yes yes yes yes 

H: height adjuster yes  yes yes yes yes 

L: lumbar support yes yes yes 

shelf-folding, emergency exit yes 

airline-style trays on back yes yes 

electrically adjusted, heating 
and massaging 

yes 

Trims 
Light Grey 

fabric 
Light Grey 

fabric 
Light Grey fabric 

Dark Grey fabric or  
half-PVC/half-

fabric, or all-PVC 

Light grey fabric 
or Dark grey 

fabric or  
all-PVC 

Brown fabric Leather 

Van simplified variants 
Standard on 

base van 

Standard  
on base van  

with 2-seater 
passenger bench 

Standard  
on comfort van 

PC simplified variants 
Standard on 

combi 
Standard on 

shuttle 

Standard on 
combi and 

shuttle with  
1 sliding side 

door + 2-seater 
passenger bench 

Standard on 
family 

Standard on 
VIP 

optional on 
family 

H 
leather H HL 

o
r 

HL 
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Seats: row 1 passenger seat families 
associated with fixed rear seats 

associated with  
rail-mounted rear seats 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Type individual individual individual bench seat bench seat 
bench seat 
Smart cargo 

individual individual 

armrest yes yes yes yes 

   shelf folding  yes yes 

storage compartment 
under seat base 

yes 
yes + lift-up 

seat base 

airline-style  
trays on back 

yes yes 

electrically adjusted, 
heating and massaging 

yes 

Trims 
Light Grey 

fabric 

Light Grey 
fabric or Dark 
grey fabric or 
half-PVC/half-

fabric 

Dark grey 
fabric 

Light Grey 
fabric 

Light Grey fabric 
or Dark Grey 

fabric or  
half-PVC/half-

fabric 
or all-PVC 

half-PVC/ 
half-fabric 

Family fabric 
  

leather 

Van simplified variants 
Optional 
on base 

van 

Optional on 
comfort and 

base van 

Standard on 
base van 

Optional on 
Van Base and 

Comfort 

Standard on 
Van Comfort, 
optional on 

Van Base 

PC simplified variants 
Optional 
on combi 

Optional on 
combi 

Standard on 
Shuttle 

Optional on 
combi 

Standard on 
combi and 
optional on 

shuttle 

Standard on 
family 

Standard on 
VIP  

Optional on 
family 

HL 

leathe
r 
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T1 T2 T3C VIP 

or or or or 

Type 
Single-piece or 
2/3 LH - 1/3 RH 

Single-piece or 
2/3 LH - 1/3 RH 

2/3 LH - 1/3 RH  
3 customised seat backs 

Reversible individual 
armchairs (drop & go) 

floor-anchored fixed anchor points (cups) fixed anchor points (cups) 
rails  

same for rows 2 & 3 
rails  

same for rows 2 & 3 

safety belts 
body-mounted,  
except in centre 

body-mounted, except in centre 
body-mounted,  
except in centre 

built-in on armchair 

armrest no no no on each side 

headrests teardrop teardrop 
teardrop / comfort if 

leather 
comfort 

removable without tool yes yes yes yes 

isofix mountings yes yes yes yes 

cylinder-tiltable seat yes yes 

shelf-folding  
seat back 

yes yes yes 

portfolio 
 folding seat 

yes reversible 

Folding table (rail)  Standard 

Trim 
Light Grey fabric or dark 

grey fabric 
Light Grey fabric or Dark grey fabric 

or all-PVC 
Family fabric 

or leather 
leather 

Simplified variants Combi 
Shuttle 

(Optional on combi) 
Family (Optional on VIP  

in row 3) 
VIP 

Seats: 4 row 2 & 3 seats 

T1 T3C 
leather 

T1 T2 T2 T3C 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 
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T1 T2 T3C VIP 

Seat weights or or or or 

Seats: removable rear seat weights 

T1 T3C 
leather 

T1 T2 T2 T3C 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

leathe
r 

50 kg* 19.3 kg 

39.6 kg 

20 kg 

40 kg 

50.5 kg 23.3 kg* 

46.6 kg* 

24 kg* 

48 kg* 

33 kg* 

*01/2016 estimates 

33 kg* 

33 kg* 33 kg* 
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Compact 

Seats: Combi and shuttle trunk volumes (fixed seats) 

  180 550 980 

1600 2000 1200 

700 1300 

3000 2300 1700 

      1200       1600 

2500 1900 

608 
mm 

266 
mm 

958 
mm 

924 
mm 

1274 
mm 

1488 
mm 

1138 
mm 

1838 
mm 

Medium Long 

2800 

3600 

3200 

4200 

3700 

4900 

2413 
mm 

2063 
mm 

2763 
mm 

8/9 
sts 

5/6 
sts 

5/6 
sts 

2/3 
sts 

Volume to seat back top level 

Volume to roof level 
96 

Single-piece row 3 bench seat 
 No shelf-folding or 

portfolio-folding in row 3 



1*/2 
sts 

Compact Medium Long 

Seats: Family trunk volume (rail-mounted seats) 

  280 640 1060 

1700 2100 1400 

900 1500 

3100 2550 2100 

          850          1100       1500 

2600 1950 1500 

627 
mm 

282 
mm 

977 
mm 

732 
mm 

387 
mm 

1082 
mm 

1497 
mm 

1242 
mm 

1847 
mm 

627 
mm 

1322 
mm 

                  1600 

2400 

                  2000 

3000 

972 
mm 

                  2500 

3600 

8 
sts 

5 
sts 

5 
sts 

2800 

3600 

3200 

4200 

3700 

4900 

2413 
mm 

2063 
mm 

2763 
mm 

2 
sts 

Volume to seat back top level 

Volume to roof level 

*with passenger seat back folded forward to load long items (not available on 2-seater passenger bench) 

2811 
mm* 

3161 
mm 

3511 
mm 
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Seats: Combi and shuttle trunk volumes (fixed seats) 

  140 507 912 

1556 1950 1172 

655 1237 

2787 2228 1633 

608 
mm 

266 
mm 

958 
mm 

1488 
mm 

1138 
mm 

1838 
mm 

2625 

3397 

3061 

3968 

3497 

4554 

2413 
mm 

2063 
mm 

2763 
mm 

8/9 
sts 

5/6 
sts 

5/6 
sts 

2/3 
sts 

Volume to seat back top level 

Volume to roof level * VDA standard: measured with 200x100x50 mm parallelepipeds 

Compact Medium Long 

approx.950 
 

    approx.1350 
 

approx.2250 approx.1600 

924 
mm 

1274 
mm 

Single-piece row 3 bench seat 
 No shelf-folding or  

portfolio-folding in row 3 
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Seats: Family Grade trunk volume (rail-mounted seats) 

  224 603 989 

1624 2011 1356 

798 1384 

2932 2381 1978 

 approx.750 
 

approx.1000 
 

      approx.1400 
 

approx.2400 approx.1750  approx.1350 

627 
mm 

282 
mm 

977 
mm 

732 
mm 

387 
mm 

1082 
mm 

1497 
mm 

1242 
mm 

1847 
mm 

627 
mm 

1322 
mm 

    approx. 1500 
 

approx.2200 

approx.1800 
 

approx.2700 

972 
mm 

approx.2300 
 

approx.3300 

8 
sts 

5 
sts 

5 
sts 

1*/2 
sts 

2625 

3397 

3061 

3968 

3497 

4554 

2413 
mm 

2063 
mm 

2763 
mm 

2 
sts 

* VDA standard: measured with 200x100x50 mm parallelepipeds 
Volume to seat back top level 

Volume to roof level 

Compact Medium Long 

3161 
mm 

3511 
mm 

*with passenger seat back folded forward to load long items (not available on 2-seater passenger bench) 

2811 
mm* 
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Architecture: leg space and trunk length 
Row 2-3 fixed seats (cup-mounted) 

Rg 2 Rg3

repére A B C -X / +X -X / +X VDA210 eau

L1 2063

L2 2413

L3 2763

L1 319 1138

L2 319 1488

L3 319 1838

L1 1140

L2 1490

L3 1840

L1 1138

L2 1488

L3 1838

L1 1453

L2 1803

L3 2153

L1 319 241 266

L2 319 241 608

L3 319 241 958

L1 260

L2 610

L3 960

L1

L2 608

L3 958

L1

L2 208 608

L3 208 958

L1

L2 924

L3 1274

L1

L2 194 924

L3 194 1274

Volume coffre

5

Rg1

Rg2 MET

Rg3 MET

Rg1

Rg2

Rg3 MEP

Rg1

Rg2

Rg3

9

10

11

Rg1

Rg2 MEP

Rg3 MEP

Rg1

Rg2 MET

Rg1

Rg2

Rg3 basc

Rg1

Rg2

Rg3 MET

Rg1

Rg2 MEP

Côtes en mm

Rg1

Rg1

Rg2

Rg1

Rg2 basc

6

7

8

Silhouette

1

2

3

4

A

B

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

A

B

B

-x/+x

R1 individual seat nominal position (Point H) 

R2/R3 cup-mounted bench seat 

R2/R3 rail-mounted sliding bench seat 

R2/R3 individual rail-mounted sliding  
armchair with built-in seat belt 
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Legend: 
 
L1 = Compact 
L2 = Medium 
L3 = Long 



Architecture: leg space and trunk length 
Row 2-3 rail-mounted seats 

Rg 2 Rg3

repére A B C -X / +X -X / +X VDA210 eau

L1 314 1062 -90/+90

L2 319 1407 -90/+90

L3 319 1757 -90/+90

L1 1272 0/+1080

L2 1617 0/+1155

L3 1967 0/+1290

L1 314 230 192 -90/+90 -90/0

L2 319 245 522 -90/+90 -105/+60

L3 319 245 872 -90/+90 -105/+60

L1 314 387 -90/0 0/+195

L2 319 732 -90/0 0/+270

L3 319 1082 -90/0 0/+405

L1 627 0/+435

L2 972 0/+510

L3 1322 0/+645

L1 314 249 192 -210/+240 -90/0

L2 319 249 522 -210/+240 -105/+60

L3 319 249 872 -210/+240 -105/+60

L1 314 387 -210/0 0/+195

L2 319 732 -210/0 0/+270

L3 319 1082 -210/0 0/+405

L1 314

L2 319 249 522 -210/+255 -255/+120

L3 319 249 872 -210/+255 -255/+120

L1 252 192 0/+255 -90/0

L2 272 522 0/+270 -105/+60

L3 272 872 0/+870 -105/+60

L1

L2 386 0/+390 -390/0

L3 456 0/+450 -450/0

Silhouette

Volume coffre

Rg1

Rg2 ind/Coulis

Rg3 ind/Coulis

20

Rg1

Rg2 MET/Coulis

Rg3 MET/Coulis

Rg1

Rg2 MET/Coulis

21

Rg1

Rg2 MET/Coulis

Rg3 MET/Coulis

19

12

13

Rg1

Rg2 Coulis

14

15

Rg1

Rg2 Coulis

Rg3 MET/Coulis

Rg1

Rg2 Coulis

Rg3 Coulis

17

Rg1

Rg2 ind/Coulis

Rg3 Coulis

18

Rg1

Rg2 ind/Coulis

Rg3 MET/Coulis

16

Rg1

Rg2 MET/Coulis

Rg3 MET/Coulis

Côtes en mm

C

C

C

C

C

A

A

A

B

-x/+x -x/+x

-x/+x -x/+x

-x/+x

-x/+x

-x/+x

CA

-x/+x -x/+x

CA B

-x/+x -x/+x

CB

-x/+x -x/+x

CA B

-x/+x -x/+x

B

-x/+x -x/+x

R1 individual seat nominal position (Point H) 

R2/R3 cup-mounted bench seat 

R2/R3 rail-mounted sliding bench seat 

R2/R3 individual rail-mounted sliding  
armchair with built-in seat belt 
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Legend: 
 
L1 = Compact 
L2 = Medium 
L3 = Long 



On-board comfort: vertical load restraint net on PC 

Holes in roof in lines (behind row 1, 2 and 3  6 holes) 
Plastic hooks and guards in end-of-line workshop 
Net included in on-board kit with 2 refs: for fixed seats and sliding seats for lower anchor points 
 
Complies with standard ISO 27955 (PC), supplied with an ISO 27955 certificate, which is being formalised. 

Compact Medium Long 

behind  
row 1 

behind  
row 2 

behind  
row 3 
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Safety 
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Safety: EuroNCAP 5-star rating 

Standard equipment: 
 ESP / DSC 
 Driver & passenger front airbags 
 Cruise control / speed limiter  

        ★★★★★ 

Blind Spot Detection (BSD) 

Lane Departure Alert (LDA) 
Road Sign Assist  
Driver Attention Alert (DAA) 

Rear camera with 
180° overview 

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) 
Forward Collision Warning (FCW) 
Autonomous Emergency Braking System 
(AEBS) 
 

Head-Up 
display 

Side curtain airbags for rows 1, 2 and 3 
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Safety: airbags 

Airbags in row 1 

Front airbags:  
All van and PC are equipped as standard with driver and passenger airbags (housed on the front part of the dashboard, in front of 
the upper glove box). Only certain design bases, which do not require the passenger airbag as standard, offer it as an option only on 
base vans and combi PCs. 
The passenger airbag is designed for 2 passenger seat configurations, single and double. It is disconnectable. 
 

Right and left-hand head and chest level side airbags: 
Fitted on all PC as standard, including Combi, with the exception of certain major export design bases. They are optional on vans. 
They are housed in the flank of the front seats. 

Row 2 and 3 airbags 

Offered as an option on all Proace Verso. Cannot be fitted on combi PCs, since these vehicles do not have the plastic trims which 
cover them.  
They are triggered in front of row 2 and 3 windows to protect the heads of rear passengers. 
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Toyota Safety Sense Pack 1 
 VISIBILITY pack 
 Lane Departure Alert 
 Road Sign assist 
 Driver Attention Alert 
 Automatic main beam – dipped beam switching (Smart Beam) 
 Requires a camera at the top of the windscreen, implies an athermic 
windscreen, entails a text LCD instrument panel or matrix instrument panel 

Toyota Safety Sense Pack 2 
 VISIBILITY pack 
 Adaptive cruise control  
 Forward collision warning (FCW) 
 Autonomous emergency braking system with Pedestrian Detection, level 

2  (AEBS2) 
Requires a camera at the top of the windscreen, a front radar, entails a matrix 
instrument panel and the Toyota Pro-Touch 

Driving aids: packs 

VISIBILITY pack 
 Electrical pack 
 Automatic high-beam 
 Automatic windscreen wiper 
 Electrochromatic internal 

mirror 

ELECTRICAL pack 
 Key 
 One-touch window winder 

control 
 Electric heated door mirrors 
 Rear 12V socket 

EASY pack 
 VISIBILITY pack 
 Smart Entry & Start 

System + Push-button 
start 

SAFETY COMFORT 
pack  

= SAFETY + 
SERENITY packs 

 

included in included in 

in
clu

d
ed

 in
 

in
clu

d
ed

 in
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 The vehicle can act of its own accord: 
slow down for cruise control/speed 
limiter, automatic braking if obstacle 
detected (vehicle or pedestrian) to 
reduce impact speed.  

 The vehicle does not act of its own accord, 
but aids driving by automating certain 
tasks, and monitors driver behaviour to 
provide alerts if necessary. 



Driving aids: Toyota Safety Sense pack 1 

Technologies:  
Windscreen top multi-function camera 

 
LDW Lane Departure Alert System 
 Alerts the driver when the car crosses a line without using a direction indicator. The system detects 
unintentional lane departure, based on ground markings (continuous or dashed line), and alerts the 
driver by emitting a sound and providing visual feedback on the instrument panel. 
 

Road Sign Assist 
 The camera detects speed limit signs and provides the driver with this information, on the instrument 

panel and via the heads-up display. If the cruise control/speed limiter is activated, the driver can save 
the speed detected by pressing the MEM button on the cruise control/speed limiter. In areas with no 
signs detected, the navigation system provides information on the recommended speed, but in this 
case the driver must set the cruising/limit speed themselves. 
 

DAA Driver attention alert 
 Provides driver attentiveness alerts. There are two systems available on Proace: 
- Level 1: the system sends an alert to the instrument panel after two hours of uninterrupted driving, 

and sends a second alert if the driver continues driving for another hour. Standard on all vehicles 
equipped with the LCD text or colour matrix instrument panel, i.e. only absent on Base vans equipped 
with the basic picto LCD instrument panel. 

- Level 2: The system monitors driver behaviour via the camera, and via steering wheel movements.  
An audible and visual alert warns the driver if loss of attention is detected. 

 

Smartbeam 
 Manages main beam and dipped beam switchovers, depending on the traffic, and on whether  
cars are detected. 
The system is active at night from a speed of 25 km/h, and is deactivated below 15 km/h. 
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Driving aids: Toyota Safety Sense pack 2 

Technologies:  
Front radar and windscreen top multi-function camera 
 

 
Adaptive Cruise Control 
 Enables the driver to let the vehicle adapt to the speed of the vehicle ahead. This cruise control 
system is able to reduce its speed to 20 km/h, acting only on the accelerator. There is no active braking 
action. This system is particularly suitable for heavy but moving traffic. 

 
 
 
FCW Forward Collision Warning 
Alerts the driver to react to a situation of risk of imminent collision. A visual and audible warning is 
emitted. This action comes just before the AEBS2 is triggered. It has 2 triggering thresholds: 
- Criticality level 1 (orange) 
- Criticality level 2 (red) 
 
 
 

Autonomous emergency braking system with Pedestrian Detection, level 2  
Reduces bodily damage to vehicle passengers and other passengers in the following cases: 
- 0-30 km/h: prevents collision with mobile or fixed obstacles, as well as pedestrians.  
- Above 30 km/h: speed reduction before impact. 
Deceleration up to 1G. 
System automatically associated with the AEBS  
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Driving aids: parking assistance 

Rear radar only 
- An audible alert indicates the proximity to obstacles measured by the rear bumper sensors.  

A proximity view is shown on the radio screen (simple radio, Pro-Touch/Pro-Touch with navi). 

 
 
Rear radar and rear camera 
- For vehicles not equipped with the Pro-Touch/Pro-Touch with navi, i.e. when they are not equipped 

with the 7’’ touch screen, the rear camera sends the image of the rear area into the interior mirror. 
This implies having the right interior mirror, including in the case of panel vans. For vehicles 
equipped with Pro-Touch/Pro-Touch with navi, this equipment is not available, but the customer 
may select 180° camera instead (see below).  
In addition, an audible alert indicates the distance measured by the rear bumper sensors. 

 
 

Front + rear radar, and the Blind Spot Detection (BSD) system 
- For vehicles equipped with a radio (simple radio, Pro-Touch/Pro-Touch with navi), the front and rear 

bumper sensors indicate the proximity to obstacles measured by the sensors. The driver receives 
differentiated front and rear audible alerts, as well as a view on the radio screen. In addition, the 
driver is informed of the presence of a vehicle driving in an adjacent lane which is in the right or left-
hand side blind spot. 

 
 

180° Camera: Front + rear radar, Blind Spot Detection (BSD) system and rear camera 
- For vehicles equipped with an Pro-Touch/Pro-Touch with navi infotainment system, i.e. equipped 

with the 7’’ touch screen, the rear camera sends a top-view 180° reconstituted image of the rear 
area. When the vehicle approaches an obstacle, the system automatically zooms in on the rear area 
to display the remaining distance more accurately. 

4 levels of parking assistance 

 See next page for description 
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Driving aids: 180° Camera 

Better visibility thanks to a bigger screen 
 

 Schematic of the rear left and right-hand side areas, 
reconstituted as the vehicle reverses 
 

Greater precision when approaching an obstacle, 
thanks to the automatic zoom function 

 

As a reminder, 180° camera is available only in combination with the 
connected colour radio or connected navigation touch screens. 

Advantages of 180° camera1 over the AVR reversing camera 
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Powertrains 
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Powertrain: Euro6 powertrains in vans 
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GVW (t) 2.6* - 2.8 2.6* - 2.8 2.6* 3.1 2.7* - 3.1 2.7* - 3.0

*not on long

Engine DV6FDU DV6FDU DV6FCU DW10FE DW10FD DW10FC

Regulation emission standard Euro 6.1 Euro 6.1 Euro 6.1 Euro 6.1 Euro 6.1 Euro 6.1

Capacity (cm3) 1560 1560 1560 1997 1997 1997

Bore x Stroke (mm x mm) 75 x 88.3 75 x 88.3 75 x 88.3 85 x 88 85 x 88 85 x 88

Max. Power / engine speed (kW / rpm) 70 / 3750 70 / 3750 85 / 3750 90 / 4000 110 / 4000 128 / 4000

Max. Torque / engine speed (Nm in rpm) 210 / 1750 240 / 1750 300 / 1750 340 / 2000 370 / 2000 400 / 2000

Transmission BE4/5L MCP ML6 V ML6 V ML6 V AM6III

Final gear ratio 15/76 14/71 15/76 15/67 15/67 15/53

Vehicle speed (km/h per 1000 rpm)

1st gear 7,17 6,9 7,54 7,54 7,54 9,53

2nd gear 13,27 12 14,39 14,39 14,39 16,93

3rd gear 21,43 18,5 23,54 23,54 23,54 27,3

4th gear 30,13 27,1 33,42 33,42 33,42 37,2

5th gear 37,54 35 41,73 41,73 41,73 49,91

6th gear - 43,8 50,76 50,76 50,76 63,91

Proace  VAN 1.6 D 180 AT1.6 D 150 MT1.6 D 120 MT1.6 D 115 MT1.6 D 95 MMT1.6 D 95 MT



Powertrain: Euro6 powertrains in PCs 
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GVW (t) 2.6* - 2.8 2.6* - 2.8 2.6* 2.7* - 3.1 2.7* - 3.0

*not on long

Engine DV6FDU DV6FDU DV6FCU DW10FD DW10FC

Regulation emission standard Euro 6.1 Euro 6.1 Euro 6.1 Euro 6.1 Euro 6.1

Capacity (cm3) 1560 1560 1560 1997 1997

Bore x Stroke (mm x mm) 75 x 88.3 75 x 88.3 75 x 88.3 85 x 88 85 x 88

Max. Power / engine speed (kW / rpm) 70 / 3750 70 / 3750 85 / 3750 110 / 4000 128 / 4000

Max. Torque / engine speed (Nm in rpm) 210 / 1750 240 / 1750 300 / 1750 370 / 2000 400 / 2000

Transmission BE4/5L MCP ML6 V ML6 V AM6III

Final gear ratio 15/76 14/71 15/76 15/67 15/53

Vehicle speed (km/h per 1000 rpm)

1st gear 7,11 6,9 7,54 7,54 9,53

2nd gear 13,16 12 14,39 14,39 16,93

3rd gear 21,24 18,5 23,54 23,54 27,3

4th gear 29,87 27,1 33,42 33,42 37,2

5th gear 37,21 35 41,73 41,73 49,91

6th gear - 43,8 50,76 50,76 63,91

1.6 D 150 MT 1.6 D 180 ATProace  PC 1.6 D 95 MT 1.6 D 95 MMT 1.6 D 115 MT



EURO6 powertrains: CO2 emissions and cons. of van versions 
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CO2 emissions and cons. in mixed cycle. Data of 12 February 2016. 
 
Values on a grey background are those of versions which have not yet been approved. These values can nonetheless be published in 
catalogues, specifying "subject to approval". 

Pmax Cmax

(kW) (Nm)
std max std max std max std max std max std max

70 210

70 240

85 300 133 133 133 137

90 340 144 144 144 144

90 340 139 139 139 139

110 370

130 400

Pmax Cmax

(kW) (Nm)
std max std max std max std max std max std max

70 210

70 240

85 300 5,1 5,1 5,1 5,2

90 340 5,5 5,5 5,5 5,5

90 340 5,3 5,3 5,3 5,3

110 370

130 400

5,3 5,3

2.0 D 180 MT S&S 5,7 5,7 5,9 5,7 5,7 5,9

2.0 D 120 MT S&S 5,3 5,3

2.0 D 150 MT S&S 5,3 5,3 5,3 5,3

1.6 D 115 MT S&S

2.0 D 120 MT 5,5 5,5

5,5 5,6

1.6 D 95 MMT S&S 5,2 5,2 5,4 5,2 5,4 5,4

Long Compact Medium Long

1.6 D 95 MT 5,5 5,5 5,6 5,5

Euro 6
Compact Medium

139 139

155 151 151 155

1391391392.0 D 150 MT S&S

2.0 D 180 MT S&S

Euro 6

139

144

139

144

139

151 151

139139135139135135

148144144148144144

2.0 D 120 MT S&S

2.0 D 120 MT

1.6 D 115 MT S&S

1.6 D 95 MMT S&S

1.6 D 95 MT

Versions 3ppl

Compact Medium LongCompact Medium Long

Versions 2ppl



EURO6 powertrains: CO2 emissions and cons. of PC versions 
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CO2 emissions and cons. in mixed cycle. Data of 12 February 2016. 
 
Values on a grey background are those of versions which have not yet been 
approved. These values can nonetheless be published in catalogues, 
specifying "subject to approval". 

          These CO2 and cons. values do not 
depend on the number of seats with 
which the vehicle is actually equipped, but 
on the max. number of seats for which it 
is approved: 6 or 7 with VIP seats in row 3 
and/or row 2, otherwise 8 or 9. 

 

 In France, families with 3 or more children 
enjoy a tax incentive which greatly reduces 
or eliminates the CO2 premium (in 2016). 
Terms to be specified, see brand 
showrooms. 

Pmax Cmax Compact

(kW) (Nm) std std max std max std max std max std max std max std max std max

70 210 144

70 240 135

85 300 133

110 370 139

130 400 151 151 155

Pmax Cmax Compact

(kW) (Nm) std std max std max std max std max std max std max std max std max

70 210 5,5

70 240 5,2

85 300 5,1

110 370 5,3

130 400 5,7 5,7 5,9 6,0

5,6 5,6

2.0 D 180 MT S&S 5,9 5,7 5,9 5,9 6,0 6,0

2.0 D 150 MT S&S 5,3 5,5 5,3 5,3 5,5 5,6

1.6 D 115 MT S&S 5,2 5,2 5,2 5,2 5,2

1.6 D 95 MMT S&S 5,4 5,4 5,4 5,4 5,4

Medium Long

1.6 D 95 MT 5,6 5,6 5,5 5,6 5,6

Euro 6
Medium Long Compact Medium Long Compact

147 147 147

159 159 159

137 137 137137 137

VIP Versions 6ppl (2+2+2)

VIP Version 7ppl (2+2+3)

Compact Medium Long

139 143

2.0 D 180 MT S&S 155 151 155 155

2.0 D 150 MT S&S 139 143 139

1.6 D 115 MT S&S

148 148

1.6 D 95 MMT S&S 139 139 139 139 139

1.6 D 95 MT 148 148 144

Versions 8ppl (2+3+3) Versions 9ppl (3+3+3)

Euro 6
Medium Long Compact Medium Long

Versions concerned: 
Proace Verso with VIP 
armchairs in row 3 and/or 
row 2 

Versions concerned: 
Proace Combi with row 1 only, row 1 +  
row 2 and row 1 + row 2 + row 3 
Proace Verso with row 1 + row 2 and  
row 1 + row 2 + row 3, but without VIP armchairs. 



Powertrain: maintenance 

In Europe, the maintenance interval is 2 years or 40,000 km on 1.6 and 2.0 D engines from 95 to 150 hp in normal use,  
and 1 year or 20,000 km for tough use. Only the 2.0 D 180 AT is subject to a 2-year or 30,000 km interval, because of the presence 
of balancer shafts, which enhance the ride comfort but restrict the oil pan capacity. 
 
Outside of Europe, all powertrains have a maintenance interval of 1 year or 20,000 km in normal use. 
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Destinations Powertrain  
Pollution 
control 

Normal use Tough use 

Europe 

1.6 D 95 MT and MMT Euro 6 

40,000 km 
or 2 years 

20,000 km 
or 1 year 

1.6 D 115 MT Euro 6 

2.0 D 120 MT Euro 6 

2.0 D 150 MT Euro 6 

2.0 D 180 AT Euro 6 
30,000 km 
or 2 years 

20,000 km 
or 1 year 

Outside of 
Europe 

All powertrains Euro 6 
20,000 km 
or 1 year 

10,000 km 
or 1 year 

All powertrains Euro 5 

All powertrains Euro 4 

Fuel tank capacity: 69 l 

Maintenance interval 

Fuel tank capacity 



Powertrain: SCR on Proace 

22.4 l tank for a range of approx. 15,000 km. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Initial factory fill: 15 l, for a range of approx. 10,000 km. 
 
 1st customer filling at 10,000 km 
 
 2nd customer filling at 25,000 km 
 
 filling possible during 1st network maintenance at 40,000 km 
 
 
 
Filling flap on the B-pillar, accessible once driver's door open.  
 
 
 

10,000 km 25,000 km 40,000 km factory 
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Powertrains: EURO4 & EURO5 range 

1.6 

2.0 

Euro 5 HDi 90 5MT 

Euro 5 HDi 150 6MT 

Euro 5 HDi 150 6AT 

Van 
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1.6 

2.0 

Euro 5 HDi 90 5MT 

Euro 5 HDi 150 6MT 

Euro 5 HDi 150 6AT 

PC 



Powertrain: technology 

1.6l and 2.0l D for Euro6 destinations, 95hp / 210 Nm at 150hp / 370Nm 
 
 
Withdrawal of Stop&Start and possibly the SCR system for Euro5 destinations: 
 
 

Van PC 

1.6 D 95hp 5MT 
Euro5 based powertrain, i.e. 

different from the EURO6 
powertrain 

Euro5 YES 
no SCR or STT 

Unavail. 

2.0 D 150hp 6MT 
Euro6 based powertrain 

Euro5 
Elimination of STT and 

SCR 
Elimination of STT 

2.0 D 150hp 6AT 
Euro6 based powertrain 

Euro5 
Elimination of STT, 

SCR and AEB 
Elimination  

of STT and AEB 
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Van specifics 
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Van specifics: Smart Cargo 

3 seats in row 1 with 
storage compartment 

under the central 
passenger seat base, 
and glazed or steel 
separating partition 

Side passenger seat 
base lifted  

freeing up a flat 
floor space for 

loading 
merchandise 

Side passenger seat 
base lifted and flap 

open  loading 
long objects as far 

as the bulkhead 

Lowered central 
armrest  

swivelling shelf 
with flexible, high-

grip tray to hold 
items securely  

(PC, paper) 

Driver + 2  
passengers configuration 

Additional load space 
configuration 

Long loads configuration 
Mobile office  
configuration 
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Smart Cargo refers to the partition + front 3-seat bench assembly. It provides 3 functions: 
- A flat floor space freed up by the side passenger seat being lifted up against the partition 
- The flap in the partition for carrying loads up 4 m long 
- The adjustable writing tray in the armrest, in the spirit of a mobile office 
All these configurations enable another passenger on-board in addition to the driver. 



Van specifics: Smart Cargo flat floor 

 lifting up the right-hand seat against the partition 
frees up a flat floor space and a volume secured 
by the protective net which can withstand up to 
100 kg. Proace is the only one to offer this 
additional space  
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Storage compartment under central 
passenger seat: Protective net 

(4-point fastening) 

Flat floor 

Proace is the only van to offer additional volume with a flat floor, because it is the only one 
equipped with a side seat which can be lifted up against the partition. This is a very simple 
operation: you pull on the blue tab and the seat automatically lifts up. 

Red tab for lifting up the seat 

No flat front floor 
space on the Trafic 



Van specifics: Smart Cargo ‘‘long loads’’ flap 

Flap 
closed 

 In the flap open position, the cover is placed on the 
other side, to prevent any risk of moving 
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333 mm 

335 mm 

438 mm 

421 mm 

Flap open: cover 
held in position 
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333 mm 

438 mm 

421 mm 

335 mm 

Central seat 
deflector 

Flap dimensions: 

Proace has adopted the flap principle in the separation partition, so that loads 1.15 m longer than the useful length 
can be slid in behind the partition.  



Van specifics: the Smart Cargo ‘‘long loads’’ flap 

The flap in the partition enables the user to exceed the useful length of 4 m on the Long version, and exceed the useful length of 
3.30 m on the Compact version, just 4.60 m long. 

UL 3.32 m 

4.60 m 

UL 3.67 m 

4.95 m 

UL 4.02 m 

5.30 m 

 Long loads can easily be slid in from the rear swing doors as 
far as the bulkhead, as the cab floor is barely 3 cm higher than 
the rear floor. 

Height under dashboard 
similar to flap height  

Height difference between loading 
floor and passenger compartment 
floor less than 30 mm (vs. 80 mm  
for the competition) 

Compact 

Medium 

Long 



Van specifics: Smart cargo writing tray 

More comfort for working on-board between 2 jobs, or to have a bite to eat 
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Adjustable writing tray  

Elastic to hold a pen or notebook,  
with a non-slip surface to prevent  
a laptop placed on it from sliding 

Small storage compartment.  
The writing tray is re-closed  
in a swivel motion 

The Smart Cargo develops the "mobile office", by means of the writing tray.  

 There is still a storage 
compartment under the 
central seat for housing a 
hard hat or equipment 

with a laptop PC 



Van specifics: Load restraints behind the passenger space 

New standard ISO 27956 for Europe 
All vans in Europe are equipped with a separating partition from floor to 
ceiling, as the Proace is based on a new platform, and is therefore subject to 
the 2012 regulations applicable to new-generation LCVs. So it has been made 
non-removable by riveted fastenings, as well as bolts. 
 

Variants 
This partition comes in several forms: 
- steel or glazed for the top part 
- with or without Smart Cargo flap in the bottom part. Flap symmetry  

is ensured for LHD and RHD 
 
All the combinations are available. 
 
The glass glazing is protected by a grille on the load space side. 

steel 
 
 

steel 
 
 

glazed 
 
 

glazed  
 
 

Standard partitions 

4 load restraint families: 
- Standard partitions 
- Comfort partition 
- Protective ladder frame 
- Partition behind row 2 for crew cabs 

steel panel 
 
 

glazed 
 
 

Standard 
partitions 
LHD/RHD 

LHD Smart 
Cargo 

partitions 

RHD Smart 
cargo 

partitions 
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Van specifics: Load restraints behind the passenger space 

 
The comfort partition is available on Proace as an alternative to the standard partitions. It also meets 
standard ISO 27956. Pluses of this comfort partition: 
 

 thermal insulation 
 

 sound insulation 
 

 light textile covering on the cockpit side, joining seamlessly with roof panel trim (by contrast 
to the black steel panel visible on standard partitions) 
 

a polycarbonate window, with no protective grille since it is tougher than glass, and 1 coat 
hanger hook on the load space side.  
 

greater adjustment range for the driver's seat, thanks to its more domed shape.  
See images below. 

 
It will be available in Smart Cargo configuration at a later date. 

Comfort 
Standard 

 

Nordic partition wall 

 
Comfort 

Smart Cargo    
 
 

Under study: 
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Van specifics: Load restraints behind the passenger space 

Increased adjustment range for the driver's seat:  
- Compared to a seat fully withdrawn against the standard partition, the comfort partition enables the seat back to be tilted by an 

additional 8.5°. 
- compared to the standard partition, the comfort partition can be withdrawn by an additional 40 mm. 
 

 These increases do not change the max. useful floor lengths, since the lower part of the comfort partition is the same as 
on the standard partition.  

 
The useful length in the upper part of the load space (above approx. 40 cm from the floor) is reduced by 11.6 cm. 

Comfort partition (cont'd) 

Comfort 
partition 

Standard 
partition 

Tilt 
+ 8.5° 

Additional seat back tilt: 

Seat back 
against 

standard 
partition 

Seat back 
against 
comfort 
partition 

Additional seat withdrawal range: 

Withdrawal range 
+ 40 mm 

Seat withdrawn 
fully with standard 

partition 

Seat 
withdrawn 

fully with 
comfort 

partition 

-116 mm load  
length at approx. 1 m 
from the floor 

Same useful floor length 
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Van specifics: crew cabs 

 
 For professionals who need to carry 3 people more than with a van (5 or 6 people on board), 

while still driving a van-approved vehicle with more space for merchandise. 
 

 
They are both based on the van body styles in medium and Long lengths. The Compact length does not 
meet the crew cab criteria. 
 
 

 These crew cabs were developed in collaboration with the European specialist in the field: 
SNOEKS. 

 
Crew cabs are incompatible with the Smart Cargo concept. 

2 crew cab families x 2 lengths 

Medium 

Long 
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3.2 m3 4 m3 

Long Medium 

fixed crew 
cabs 

Loading volumes 



Van specifics: crew cabs 

Available in 3 presentation levels: 

 
Eco fixed crew cabs:  
Based on a level 1 van type environment, with Isorel panels, visible steel panel and 
coated wood floor covering. 

 
 For professionals who need 3 additional seats at the lowest cost. 

 

Comfort fixed crew cabs:  
on top of the Eco level, they also feature: 
- complete row 2 trim, with PC side panels (standard shuttle level). Row 1 is also 

trimmed with PC door panels, to keep to the side colour scheme. The dashboard 
is the same as on the van (see table below). 

- folding armrests between the 3 row 2 seats, and height-adjustable headrests, 
- a large 90-litre storage compartment under the two left-hand bench seats, as well 

as an open storage compartment on the front cover of the seat base. 
- a USB socket for row 2 
- ISOFIX mountings for the row 2 side seats, 

 
 For professionals who demand a PC presentation level 

 

Fixed-partition crew cabs 
Overview 

Storage compartment on Proace 

Partition on K0 
Storage 

compartment 
under seat 

base 

Max. useful 
length 
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Van specifics: crew cabs 

Interior trims Eco fixed Comfort fixed 

Vehicle base Base Grade Comfort Grade 

Row 2 floor covering TPO coated wood TPO coated wood 

Row 1 side panels Grey van type Grey van type 

Row 2 side panels Grey isorel and 
visible steel panel 

PC type with fabric reference 
and aluminium grey strip (shuttle) 

Dashboard Grey and black van 
type 

Grey and black van type 

Row 2 roof panel none PC textile (as on shuttle) 

Row 1 seats trim  With passenger bench seat:  
PVC (washable synthetic covering) 

Dark Grey fabric 

Row 2 bench seat trim  PVC Dark Grey fabric 

Crew cab interior trims 
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This table recaps the various trims on the crew cab variants. 
 
All the crew cab versions are equipped with head and chest level side airbags, since the front seats are the same as on the 
PC versions, which are all fitted with them. 
 



Van specifics: crew cab dimensions 
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  NG   NG CG   NG CG 

Crew Cab dimensions Compact 
  

Medium L1 
  

Long L2 

Load area dimensions   
  

    
  

    

Max. floor load length    
  

2017 1370 
  

2365 1700 

Mid-height load length   
  

1352   
  

1700   

Max. load width   
  

1618 1602 
  

1618 1602 

Max. load height   
  

1337 1449 
  

1339 1449 

Max. Height underneath row 2 seats     232     232   

Loading volume   
  

    
  

    

Max volume   
  

3,2 2,9 
  

4 3,6 

Max. volume in underseats storage on row 2 seats   
  

90,1 L   
  

90,1 L   

Max. loading length in underseats storage on row 2 seats     490     490   

Sliding side door opening dimensions 
 

  
  

    
  

    

Max. opening width   
  

935 924 
  

935 924 

Max. opening height   
  

1181 1293 
  

1181 1293 

Masses and Towing 
 

  
  

    
  

    

max. Payload   
  

1185 1200 
  

1185 1200 



Van specifics: hitches as factory option 

Hooks available as factory option 

Several hitching options are available for factory fitting: 
 

Single-piece van type hitch, removable using tool.  
In this case, the customer chooses the hook that they need 

PC type hitch, RDSO (removable without a tool) PC+van type hitch, removable using a gooseneck 

A hitch option always comes with a built-in trailer engine relay unit (see next page)  
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Van specifics: units for towing 

Trailer engine relay unit BSG-RQ 

- The hitch preconfiguration comes as standard on all Proace. This involves a wiring 
harness with connector, into which the BSG-RQ unit can be plugged. 
 

- The hitching factory option available on vans and combis comprises the BSG-RQ 
unit installed in the vehicle, the hitching wiring harness and the hitch:  

- AQ10 for vans  single-piece hitch removable using tool  
- AQ05 for PCs  single-piece hitch removable using tool  
- AQ06 for PCs  hitch removable using gooseneck 

 
- The trailer engine relay unit (BSG-RQ) interfaces with the CAN architecture and 

provides the information and switched power outputs required for managing the 
trailer lights (hazard lights, stop lights, etc.), as well as a continuous 10 A power 
supply and 10A switched power supply. 
 

- The BSG-RQ After-Sales option is part of a kit encompassing the BSG-RQ unit, the 
hitching wiring harness and hitch 

See the Technical 
recommendations guide  
for conversions 
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Colours and trims 
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Colours and trims: bodywork colours 

Arctic White 

Carnelian Orange Rich Brown Martinique Blue Sicily Black 

Atonium Silver Falcon Grey Grey Limestone 

Sevilia Red 

Van and 
PC 

colours 

Van only  
colour 

Look pack in 
special 
process 

          Specifics on standard colour vans without Look pack: 
On electric folding door mirrors, the shells are Sicily black, and 

not body coloured. With Look pack: body coloured 
With the Stop/Start or Kick-activated side doors opening option, 

the exterior opening controls are onyx black, and not body 
coloured. With Look pack: body coloured 
 

Specifics on Sevilia red vans, fleet colours (= special), and special 
colours, with or without Look pack: 
On electric folding door mirrors, the shells are onyx black 
With the Stop/Start or Kick-activated side doors opening option, 

the exterior opening controls are onyx black 

Non-metallic colour Metal colour Metal colour Metal colour 

Metal colour Metal colour Non-metallic colour Non-metallic colour 

Non-metallic colour 
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Infotainment 
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Infotainment: 4 packages 

Simple MP3 radio audio system 
• Radio with jack socket, USB socket on fascia and Bluetooth function 

 

 

Toyota Pro-Touch radio system 
 including 7’’ Touchscreen 

• Mirror Screen: Mirror Link 

• Bluetooth / USB connectivity 

 

Toyota Pro-Touch with Navigation system:  
In addition to Pro-Touch Radio: 3D Navigation, Voice synthesis  

• Navi:   Wi-Fi / Bluetooth / USB connectivity 

 Connected traffic jam (TomTom Traffic), parking, fuel stations,  

 Local weather and local POI search 

 Option: Speed camera alert  

 

 

 

Vehicles without the radio option have a radio retrofit (complete wiring harnesses to 
the front loudspeakers and tweeters + grilles + 680 mm AM/FM whip antenna and 
cable), antenna compatible with the vehicle overall height of 1.90 m. 
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Infotainment: New-generation navigation 

Full-HD:  
Europe's main cities are mapped in "full 3D", i.e. many buildings and textured landmarks are already 
represented in 3 dimensions. This enables motorists to find their way even more easily in urban 
environments.  
 

Realism: 
All reliefs are also represented (mountains, hills, etc.) particularly realistically. Depending on the 
user's preferences, a simple 2D mode and "perspective" mode are also available.  
In zoomed-out mode (above a 10 km scale), terrain elevations are represented graphically for an 
approximation of a real view -In perspective view for close-in zoom levels, the environment is 
represented in 3D. 
 

Lane changes: 
On a multi-lane road, a system of arrows provides an at-a-glance advance view of the correct lane to 
take, to provide a better grasp of the next junction, for optimum guidance at crossroads. 
An explicit pop-up guide appears on the screen to provide a perspective view of an approaching 
complex junction, with the associated signs.  

 
Speed limits: 
The speed information on the main roads (motorway and trunk roads) are displayed to the driver. 
The reliability of the speed information is improved when the vehicle has camera sign recognition 
(on Proace).  

Map representation 

Map updates 

4 complete updates /year of the preinstalled map are available via downloads. The map updates contain info such as new roads, 
new speed limits, the nearest service stations, hotels or restaurants.  
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Infotainment: New-generation navigation 

Voice control 

To simplify touch-controlled interfaces and make driving the car safer, (hands remain on the wheel and eyes on the road), voice 
recognition is available to interact with the following fields:  

Phone  
• Consult missed calls 

• Display call list 

• Call a contact 

• Call a number 

 

 

Navigation  
• Navigate to an address 

• Display POIs on a map (nearby, in a city) 

• Navigate home, to work, a favourite 
destination 

 

 

Media 

• Select a radio station name 

• Select a radio frequency 

• Select a stored radio station 

• Select audio source 

• Listen to a track / performer / album 

• What are people listening to now? 

 

Other  
• Help controls 

• Scroll through lists 

• Select a user profile 

• … 
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Infotainment: loudspeakers 
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Base Grade van and Combi PC 

Shuttle and Family PC  

Vehicles without a radio are preconfigured, including the wiring harness. 

Vehicles equipped with the simple radio are equipped  
as standard with: 
- 2 loudspeakers in the front door panels  
- 2 tweeters in the windscreen side pillars. 

As standard, these vehicles equipped with the simple radio, the Pro-Touch 
radio system or the Pro-Touch with navigation are equipped with:  
- 2 loudspeakers in the front door panels  
- 2 tweeters in the windscreen side pillars 
- 2 loudspeakers in the row 2 panels 
- 2 tweeters in the row 2 panels 

VIP grade PC and leather option 

As standard, if these vehicles are equipped with the RCC 
connected colour radio or the NAC navigation or the leather 
option (available on Family), are equipped with: 
- 2 loudspeakers in the front door panels  
- 2 tweeters in the windscreen side pillars 
- 2 loudspeakers in the row 2 panels 
- 2 tweeters in the row 2 panels 
- 1 central track on the dashboard 
- 1 bass box under the passenger seat 
- 1 amplifier 

 

50 W 

100 W 

188 W 



Infotainment: antennae 
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3 types of antennae: 
- Long strand if the vehicle does not have a radio 
- Short strand if the vehicle is equipped with a factory audio system (simple radio or Pro-Touch or Pro-Touch with navigation system) 
- Short strand with shark fin base if the vehicle is equipped with the stand-alone infotainment unit ( BTA ERAGLONASS Zone D0) 

 
There is practically no visible difference between the 2 short strands. 
 
The rigid base of these antennae is below 1.90 m and the flexible strand (short or long) can bend to pass under the beam, in either 
forward or reverse gear. So they do not prevent access to car parks with a 1.90 m height limit. 



TCO: Total cost of ownership 
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A low cost of ownership (TCO) oriented vehicle 

Smart Cargo flexibility 

Hands-free access for 
sliding doors Navigation with  

voice control 

Mobile office concept 

Side protection for 
lower door area 

Maximum height 1.90 m 

Usage quality 
 3 years / 45,000 km 

Maintenance interval 
 40,000 km 

Competitive standard 
16’’ tyre 

Real fuel consumption 
"Best in class" 

Smart design 

Product tricks 

Cost savings in use 
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Coachbuilder conversions 
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Conversions: preconfigurations 

"Key off" function: 
The key-off function consists in being able to lock the vehicle doors without switching 
off the engine, so as to keep in operation the electrical consumers providing vehicle 
comfort and safety functions, as well as ensuring the operation of the devices fitted on 
the vehicle for professional applications. 

 
Fast idle function: 
The fast idle function consists in increasing the engine speed to power the electrical 
consumers in operation during an intervention, in order to conserve the battery and 
ensure the operation of the devices throughout the intervention. 

 
Handbrake position indicator: 
This function is necessary to ensure operating safety on vehicles that need to be 
immobilised to employ their equipment. 

 
Door status information: 
Feedback on the locked / unlocked status of the doors is required in order to servo-
control certain functions to this status. In particular, this makes it possible to deactivate 
these functions upon the vehicle being locked. 

 
Speed information: 
This information is required in order to servo-control certain functions  
to the vehicle speed. 

 
STT inhibition on isothermal utility applications: 
Generalisation of STT powertrains on utility vehicles has become a problem since K0. 
The isothermal applications are not STT compatible. It proved impossible to generate 
cold in the stop phase, leading to a risk of compressor breakage upon restarting on 
certain applications. 

See the Technical 
recommendations guide  
for conversions 
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Conversions: conversion and hitching units  

Electric connection box for transformations 

- The Box interfaces between the added equipment and the Proace architectures, and 
provides the information and switched power outputs required for the additional 
ancillary hazard lights(*), side marker lights, generator operational  
(any added consumer). 
 

- There are no connections to be made upstream of Box, with the exception of the Box 
input "E_Pilotage_Détresse" 
 

- The Box can be factory fitted, as an option, on vans and combis: option QC01 or 
option QC06 if associated with the towing unit Box. Supplied as standard on platform 
cabs. 

Trailer engine relay unit BSG-RQ 

- The hitching preconfiguration comes as standard on all Proace. This involves a 
wiring harness with connector, into which the BSG-RQ unit can be plugged. 
 

- The hitching factory option available on vans and combis comprises the BSG-RQ 
unit installed in the vehicle, the hitching wiring harness and the hitch:  

- AQ10 for vans  single-piece hitch removable using tool  
- AQ05 for PCs  single-piece hitch removable using tool  
- AQ06 for PCs  hitch removable using gooseneck 

 
- The trailer engine relay unit (BSG-RQ) interfaces with the CAN architecture and 

provides the information and switched power outputs required for managing the 
trailer lights (hazard lights, stop lights, etc.), as well as a continuous 10 A power 
supply and 10A switched power supply. 
 

- The BSG-RQ After-Sales option is part of a kit encompassing the BSG-RQ unit,  
the hitch wiring harness and hitch 

See the Technical 
recommendations guide for 
conversions 

See the Technical 
recommendations guide for 
conversions 
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